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Abstract

We and the Woods is a collection of three short stories and an excerpt from the novel-in-

progress The Spinney. Spanning a range of genres from horror to science fiction, these
pieces explore our yearning for connection, the violence and grace of time, and the

responsibilities we hold to ourselves, to our loved ones, and to the natural world.
"Come the Monsters" explores familial trauma and the slow journey towards
acceptance of oneself as well as the fact that other people are, at heart, unknowable. 'oA

Brief History of Dowsing" delves into violence against women on a scale that is both vast
and claustrophobically intimate. "Endling" demands justice for the slow violence

of

climate change. Finally, The Spinney wonders whether connection is possible when truth
is subjective, and what we owe the people and places we've hurt.

Together, they speak to the helplessness, the rage, and the stubborn desire to do
better that damn and define us in equal measure.
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Preface

The first book I loved enough to steal a copy from my local library was Stephen King's

Firestarter. The novel follows a pyrokinetic child and her psychic father as they bring
down a corrupt government agency, and my childhood obsession with this story was
perhaps an early indicator of my ongoing fascination with ordinary people struggling to
understand and control the uncanny, particularly within themselves. King whet my

appetite for dark fiction early, afact I attribute to my mother's insistence that while Rrated movies were unsuitable for a ten-year-old,

if I picked up a book from the library or

the labyrinthine independent bookstore we would visit on weekends, I deserved to read it.

I come from

a

long line of people who understand the value of stepping into a completely

different world-my grandfather gifted me a copy of Mikhail Bulgokov's The Master
and Margarita when

I was in middle school-and

so my habit of disappearing into the

page was celebrated no matter the content
These moments with my family come back to me often, and I mention them here
because my goals as an author are fundamentally tied to my relationship with stories in

general. As a child, books were all the usual things: company, comfort, escape, and
reassurance.

I tucked favorites, including my dilapidated copy of Firestarter, into my

jeans and climbed with them to the tops of red oaks and Virginia pines. My tastes were,
and are, expansive.

I devoured all complicated protagonists with questionable morals and

upsetting futures, everything from epic fantasy like Elizabeth Hayden's Rhapsody, to the
lush gothics of Anne Rice, to the surreal, horrific otherworlds of Neil Gaiman's Sandman
series. Almost everything

I sought out for myself
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was speculative or fantastical in some

way, and over the years I've come to understand that this is because those larger-than-life
narratives gave me permission to feel anxious and afraid in the real world. If Charlie
McGee could lose faith in people she trusted and struggle with her own capacity for
anger when that anger might literally burn dozens of people alive, I could certainly
manage my small problems.

This idea of literature as a reassuring hand on one's shoulder was my first
experience of reading, the one my family impressed upon me from the start. This, too,
was my first goal as a young writer: to write stories that would make someone else feel
less alone.

My love for horror and uncanny fiction is so strong in part because the

emotions we manipulate in these genres-fear, shame, grief, rage-are what we feel
when we're at our most vulnerable, and reading stories that deal in this particular coin
can be a startlingly intimate experience. Painful, too. Some stories are like fingers

reaching into your chest and prodding your internal organs. But there is relief that comes

with hurting like this. It's
even

a reminder that

you're capable of living through the worst,

if the real worst can't be captured by any words on any page. It's also an assurance

that someone else has felt the same thing deeply enough to drag it out, write it down, and

risk letting everyone see.
Of course, in order to do this effectively, authors must dig into their own
strangeness and explore whatever they find with courage and authenticity. As Shirley
Jackson puts
a

it in her essay "Memory and Delusion," "The very nicest thing about being

writer is that you can afford to indulge yourself endlessly with oddness." I believe this

is not an indulgence but a necessity. Jackson herself is a master of the uncanny, placing

wholly relatable people into situations that feel increasingly off. Her best-known novel,
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The Haunting of

HilI House, is so unsettling because its protagonist is both profoundly

familiar-a single woman, anxious and depressed but hopeful about

her

future-and

profoundly unreliable as her mental state devolves over the course of her claustrophobic
stay in

Hill House. Jackson

was housebound by anxiety for long periods of her life, and

her ability to translate her personal traumas to the page created a classic of horror fiction,
the opening paragraph of which

I have not forgotten since first reading it in my teens.

In my early years of writing, I focused primarily on what I found compelling as a
reader without delving all that deeply into how that work was done. Books were friends
and confidantes that offered advice, commiseration, and catharsis. I wrote stories

I

thought might do the same. Laura Anne Gilman describes this feeling with simply
worded poignance (a quality of her dark alternative histories that also inspires me):

"I'm

not so arrogant to think I'm the only guide someone needs... but I might be the guide that
someone needs." Easier said than done.

My characters were always my age, dealing with

similar problems to whatever I was concerned about in the moment, covered by a heavy
skein of the supernatural to disguise the writer-as-protagonist. Part of this shallow
approach was due to my creative isolation.

I didn't encounter my first real writing

community until I received a hand-me-down computer from my older brother circa 2006,
after which I discovered sites like LiveJournal and Fanfiction.net where aspiring

writers-many of them other young teenagers-would post stories

based on popular

television shows or book series and receive feedback and encouragement in real time.
Fanfiction became my testing ground for emotional arcs and interpersonal
dynamics that, slowly but surely, expanded outside of my direct experience. Without the
pressure of creating an entirely new world populated by original characters with their
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own unique depth, it was easier for me to explore the moods and themes echoed by my
reading preferences. It took another decade, however, for me to gain any real
understanding of what I wanted to do with my writing. I didn't come close until I entered
Stonecoast and began working with other writers grappling with the same conflict
between writing as an art necessarily divorced from the author's intentions and writing as
a deeply personal and

political act.

In the years between college and my decision to attend graduate school,

I

produced one query-ready novel and a scant few short stories. Themes I now recognize
ran through this

work-the tension between wanting to know others

fundamentally unknowable, guilt and awe in relation to the natural

and feeling

world-but I

struggled to articulate them, even to myself. I didn't understand what I intended to say or

why it mattered to me, which made it difficult to access the authenticity critical to all

fiction but especially to fiction which demands

a higher level

of suspension of disbelief.

One of my favorite aspects of speculative fiction is its capacity for an emotional bait-and-

switch: by lulling readers into a sense of the work as fundamentally other, the gut punch

of relatability can slip through. Consider the siege of Leningrad in Catherynne M.
Valente's Deathless, where fairy tale abruptly collides with reality to shocking effect, or
the intimate grief at the death of a child in Paul Tremblay's apocalyptic thriller The Cabin

at the End of the World.In those earlier works, I knew which emotions I wanted to evoke
but I lacked the depth of namative and the layered, real-world analogs that would help my
readers step

fully inside the world. I didn't know which questions I was asking readers to

answer using their own experience.
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We and the Woods is a collection of three short stories and an excerpt from my

novel-in-progress. W'oven into each piece are the questions to which I've found I return,
the vulnerabilities that push me to write in the hopes of being any kind of guide. As a

body of work, We and the Woodsdeals in time, in the existential grief

*d

uiol"n"" of

being alive during climate change as well as a political ethos based on greed and
oppression, and in the possibility of connection when connection feels extremely far
away. "Come the Monsters" is a fabulist look at hereditary mental illness and the
challenge of understanding and living with one's dark side. "A Brief History of

Dowsing" is a ghost story about violence against women and the tension between
recognizing that violence and growing numb to it. "Endling" uses science fiction to
explore rage and complicity regarding climate change. These selections lay the

foundation for the closing excerpt, the first six chapters of The Spinney. The novel is
adult horror concerned with the relationships between trauma, agency, and memory, as

well as with humanity

as both entwined

with and decentered from environmental

destruction.

My fascination with inner demons comes from my own lifelong struggle with
anxiety and depression, one I can trace back through my family (biological and chosen)
over the years. One reason we are literary creatures is, I believe, that many of us need the
reminder that we are not alone in our heads. Not everyone I'm thinking of would describe
themselves by those words, but I grew up watching people

I love close themselves away

or spin themselves out in turn, paralyzed and distanced by invisible patterns I've tried
throughout my life to map. More recent is my obsession with environmental violence and

how it intersects with personal violence, systemic oppression, and calculated political
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maneuvering. Nature has always featured heavily in my work; my settings tend to be rich
and immersive. Working with authors like Cara Hoffman, Debra Marquart, and Katherine

Larson helped me peel back the skin of why the natural ecosystems of my work carry
such emotional resonance.

I grew up running wild in the fields and forests surrounding my parents' hay farm,
inventing and enacting stories by myself for years. My parents are both geologists, my
mother now a middle school science teacher; rocks litter their home and now mine. In our
household during my youth, the requirements of being alive came down to food, water,

books, and the outdoors.

All this I knew, and it seemed only right that my work would

reflect a deep love for the natural world. As I entered my twenties, however, I continued
to gain political awareness during a rapidly devolving world. Climate change was, and is,
accelerating at a rate that seemed impossible and inevitable by turn. Global leaders
suppress or deny information, as do ordinary people

I consider my peers. In my country

and others, capitalism outright demands that suppression, and generally wins. By the time

I reached my late twenties, I was mired in the battle between helplessness and rageparticularly as I considered my own history of ignorance, willful and otherwise. I was
fourteen when Hurricane Katrina ravaged New Orleans. Fifteen years on, there is still no

scientifically complete link between climate change and disasters like Katrina, but there
are a number of concrete contributing factors to the storm's severity and lasting impact

on the coastal ecosystem as well as on at-risk groups in the area: rising sea levels led to
more significant flood damage, and aggressive human use of wetland areas also primed
the coastline to dissolve (Irish et al.). Huge swaths of people couldn't afÏbrd to evacuate,
and federal and state governments failed to act quickly or comprehensively. These facts
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are all blatant and well-documented, yet

it took me a decade to think actively about the

intersection between subsistence lifestyles, disenfranchised groups of people unable or

unwilling to leave their homes, and the rising global temperatures that will continue to
permanently change the shape and vibrancy of our world.

It would be impossible for me to write this preface without acknowledging that

I'm writing it in the spring of

2O2O

from what was, until New York City dethroned

Seattle, the American epicenter of the Covid-19 pandemic. Climate change did not create

Covid-19, just as it didn't spawn Katrina over the Caribbean, but the horrific success of
this virus has certainly been aided by environmental degradation that forces people into
closer quarters; by toxic dumping grounds that cause higher rates of respiratory ailments

in marginalized and impoverished communities; and the same attitude of denial and
blame that infects our political system.

It's hard to quantifu a disaster-how do you tell those impacted by one horrible
event that their experience is less important than those impacted by something on a larger

scale?-and I won't try. Instead, I want to talk about what we might do now. Stories
can't change reality. But if my work can reflect these intersections responsibly and
authentically, I hope that I can help give somebody the support, the commiseration, and
the ideas to inspire them to act.

All actions

are personal, whether it's reaching out when

reaching out is terrifying, or canvasing for a political movement that hopes to counteract
the systems currently in power, and taking any action is far more difficult than taking
none. Books have helped me find the certainty and the courage to do things

I want and

fear in equal measure. If I can be a guide in any way, however small, it's that.
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We and the Woods opens

with 'oCome the Monsters," my take on a coming-of-age

story in which the narrator learns to live with inner demons that both hinder and inspire
moments of grace. V/hile literal monsters appear as a metaphor for hereditary depression
and self-harm as a coping mechanism, the story never strays too far into hard magic,

meaning a magic system defined by clear and logical rules. I've always been interested in
the numinous, that which registers as uncanny but evades further categorization, in part
because my characters tend to be anxious and depressive. Numinous magic resists

attempts to understand

it on a concrete, tangible level. Conditions like anxiety operate the

same way: no matter how much you wish you could predict how and when they might

flare up, and no matter how close you come to comprehending the rules of your own

mind, the reality of living inside your head can feel erratic. Brains, in other words, are
slippery.

By bringing that dreamlike disorientation onto the page in "Come the Monsters,"

I wanted to explore the difficulty in quantifying one's relationship to mental illness. How
do we come to terms with the things about ourselves we dislike but can't change? How

do we fail ourselves and the ones we love because we apply our own experiences to their

lives, or because we can't communicate what we need or feel? Here time is not a force of
erosion but of solidification as the narrator grows from adolescence to middle age. Her
changing relationship with herself, as well as her growing acceptance of the questions

she'll never be able to answer, is perhaps the most fundamentally optimistic message I
hope to impart.

Like "Come the Monsters," "A Brief History of Dowsing" follows its protagonist,
Elise, from her early childhood through adulthood, old age, and finally death. The story

B

plays out in a series of vignettes during which she grapples with her ability to dowse for
the bodies of murdered women. Their ghosts haunt her, providing more lasting and

ultimately meaningful company than her parents, friends, or lovers. This story came from
a place

of sorrow and anger over gendered violence and the assumptions I

see

in our

culture about what it means to be a survivor. Trauma plays out over lifetimes, often more
than one, and I wanted to carve out a place for the relationship between personal and
systemic trauma that

cannot-will

not----end, especially when it comes to violence against

people who are considered expendable in the broader societal gaze.I also wanted to
explore the disconnection of difference, and how, as soon as you begin to believe that
nobody else can understand you, that disconnection feeds on itself until it's all you have

left. Elise isolates herself because she can't directly share her experience, but that very
unrelatability becomes a source of pride.

In "Dowsing," the fear of being known-or rather, of trying to allow yourself to
be known, and being rejected--creates a growing sense of detachment and existential

yearning made palpable by Elise's physical landscape as well as her emotional one. Each
vignette is deeply rooted in place: the meadows and woods near her childhood home, the
forests in which she spends her days as an adult. These landscapes change as Elise grows
up, their wildness and mystery degrading along with her curiosity and connection to the

world through which she moves. The natural settings diminish yet moments of beauty
persist. It is nature that offers Elise the most profound connection, not other people, even
as human impacts on the landscape grow larger and crueler over time. This is the

conundrum I was most interested in when writing this story: that we can value life so

I

deeply yet destroy it every single day. "Dowsing" asks whether it's possible to live inside
that knowledge without losing something vital.

The vignette structure, inspired by Carmen Maria Machado's short story

"Inventory," highlights one answer to that question: Elise's inability to remain fully
present in her own life. Machado frequently uses vignettes and experimental nanative
structures in her short fiction as a way of dislocating the reader in time or space, but also
as a way of communicating cmotions without articulating thcm dircctly on the page.

"Inventory" is a list of lovers over the course of the narrator's life, and the precise length
of each vignette carries as much meaning as the words themselves. By skipping years or
decades of Elise's

life and articulating her experiences with spare language versus poetic

description, I aim to capture the tension between her desire to feel alive and connected,
and her repeated failure to do so.

I follow "A Brief History of Dowsing" with "Endling"

because

it is in some

respects a direct challenge to the dreamy distance of the former. In "Endling," we

join the

protagonist, Solena, midway through therealization of her and her cousin's plan to steal

incriminating documents from the employee of an environmentally destructive
corporation. Where "Dowsing" explores the ways that failure to connect can propagate

itself-apathy

as a response to situations that either are or are perceived as being outside

of one's control-solena seizes agency despite a lack of control. "Endling" asks if it's
worthwhile to act out of a sense of responsibility driven by rage, both personal and
systemic, even when those actions might actively harm you and you may never see their
impacts. It also uses an incident of concentrated assault to explore the ramifications of
slow violence, that which "takes place gradually and often invisibly" as a result
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of

climate change (Nixon, 1). For me, this concept speaks to the rot at the center of any
argument that humanity and nature should-must, even-be considered as two separate
entities. Slow violence describes the oft-ignored impacts of climate change not only on
the environment itself, but also on marginalized groups of people, and how those

intersections perpetuate themselves and create new sources of strain.
The immediacy of day-to-day life can be blinding, making it easy to lose
perspective of anything beyond what matters to you in the moment. Environmental time
passes on a vastly different scale, but the greatest danger comes in assuming that because

that scale can be measured in epochs, our choices now make no difference in the future
we or our descendants might live to experience. This is one reason whitespace in

"Endling" becomes

a

visual metaphor for different perceptions of time passing on land

versus in the ocean, as well as in different emotional states.

I wanted readers to think

about time as an active force that operates outside of our personal experience of it, to
show time as a form of violence inflicted on the world, on others, and on ourselves.
Each story leading up to The Spinney deals in time and its ability to morph
perception, especially when it comes to our relationships with others and what we believe
about ourselves. Memories can't always be trusted. History is subjective. The Spinney is a
testament to my fascination with this grey area between the quantifiable and the ineffable.

A contemporary ecogothic in the tradition of Algernon Blackwood's The Willows by way
of Paul Tremblay's A Head Full of Ghosts, The Spinney follows Brigit Weylan and her
friend and co-conspirator Ian Perez as they attempt to find two missing teenagers who
vanished into the same sprawl of woods in which Brigit's sister Emma died sixteen years

prior, a forest known as the Dell. In the present time, Brigit and Ian produce a show
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where Brigit poses as a medium, using Emma's ostensible ghost as a spirit guide. She
hides her guilt and confusion over what happened to her sister beneath a blanket of charm
and emotional manipulation that allows her to hold the rest of the world at a distance.

While most of the narrative takes place as Brigit and Ian dig into the secrets of her
hometown, The Spinney breaks traditional form with epistolary fragments from Emma's

lifetime that gradually illuminate what happened that final night, as well as Emma
herself. Although shc ncvcr appcars in scene, Emma haunts the book as she haunts Brigit.
For all this, The Spinney is not a ghost story. What lives in the Dell is not and has never
been human.

V/hile the novel is character-driven and psychologically intimate with its two
third-person narrators, interwoven throughout is an element of the ecosublime-that

mingled sense of awe and horror at natural phenomena that exceeds our ability to
comprehend it. The landscapes of Brigit's youth run as bone deep as her grief and anger.
Beneath her capable exterior is a storm of untended emotions, and so too does the Dell

grow from manicured suburban backdrop to primordial forest in the shadows of the Blue
Ridge Mountains. As with "Endling," the environmental and the human are intertwined,

distinct and sometimes incomprehensible to one another yet equally impossible to
separate. Here, again, I wanted to explore time as permeable.

Brigit and Ian come back to

experiences from their different pasts as well as their shared present, reexamining and

recontextualizingevsnts more than once. The novel wonders whether it's possible to

truly know yourself and your history, given the unreliable and self-protective nature of
the human mind, as well as what connection means if you accept that "truth" may not
exist

1,2

These

wounds-and they are wounds, vulnerabilities I pick at time and time

again-transcend individual pieces and color my entire body of work: anger, anxiety, and
the fear of being unable to form meaningful bonds in a world that seems increasingly
poised to disintegrate due to our own choices as a species. But that is not a pessimistic
statement. Writing is my way of saying, "Yes, hello,

I feel this too." More than any craft

element or thematic pattern, my two years at Stonecoast have given me a deep sense of
connection both personally, with my fellow students and my mentors-J .J., Cara,Liz,

Robert-and

as a

guiding principle. Books have always been companions of mine, and

teachers, and older siblings who could rough me up but also show me the way; now

I

intend to use what I've learned over the course of this program to inspire those same

feelings for someone else.
As far as specific plans for my writing go, I have none beyond finishing the novel
excerpted here and continuing to follow the strange crooks and valleys in my head. That
uncertain horizon no longer scares me. I came to Stonecoast believing the work is what
matters, and I believe that

now-but over the last two years, my understanding of what

that statement means has changed. The work is what matters, and we are the work. That
sense of connection is how

I know I have something real to offer. It's what keeps me

going when writing feels exhausting or pointless or small compared to everything wrong

in the world. I titled this thesis We ønd the Woods because none of us are alone, and all of
us are responsible for remembering that fact and honoring it however we can. We are part

of the world around us, for better or for worse. While I do not believe that books
themselves can make it better, I am certain that stories, including mine, can remind us

why we try.
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"Come the Monsters"

The first important thing is to go barefoot. That's what Steph told me before we went to
the pond outside her parents' house, our anns

full of paints and rolled-up canvas

she stole

from god knows where. Not the kind you'd frame later; it was older and thinner than that,
already faded to the eggwash yellow of freshly baked brioche, and about the size of a
mattress. When we rolled

it up on her front porch like

a pale,

flaking log it cracked along

what felt like predetermined fault lines and Steph said we should use those to create ribs,
spinal cords, the long and spidery bones of our monsters-to-be.

The second important thing is to see what might hurt you at a distance. (Steph

didn't give me that rule. I stepped on two thistles on our way up the hill.)
At the pond we unfurled the canvas onto the ground and knelt directly atop it
because the dock was already half-submerged by this point, its floating blocks

of

styrofoam dislodged or rotted through in several places so the main body of wood tilted

like the door in Titanic.I told myself Joey would have loved it anyway, because of the
water lilies nearby. My brother the artist.

"I think we should be naked," Steph said, uncapping

tubes of paint and lining

them up with exquisite care for length alignment but none for color coordination. "It feels

like that would be more honest, you know?"

"It's not important what you wear." If

Joey had heard her, he would have caught

my eye and twitched his lip just so. I would have glared at him, but later we would have
laughed. "The monsters will come no matter what."
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#
When Joey turned eighteen, our mother didn't want him to draw. I was too young
to understand why she was afraid, but Joey did, right away, and he had a knack for

cutting straight to wherever you wers most vulnerable. The last time they argued he said
to her,

"Mom, for fuck's sake. Stop trying to use me and Jules to fix yourself."
I remember being shishkababed between him and our mother and the eff-word.
How the trap door in the living room had shuddered and creaked, pressure from below.
Joey apologized, of course. Even volunteered for the dishes, his least favorite chore.

Two days later he put his monsters into charcoal and I never saw him again.
#

"How did you find out about the drawing?" Steph asked at the pond, poised with

a

blue-coated brush. Neither of us had begun. She already knew the answer-we'd each
shared our discovery stories early on. But I told her again how my parents brought me

over to the cellar door when I was six, Joey a somber shadow in the background. How
they had me put my ear against the wood and listen.

Not everybody kept their monsters in the basement. I knew of two families whose
children came to school reeking of cigarette smoke that were rumored to keep theirs
outside in chicken wire pens. When Steph and I started senior year, one of those kids

didn't show. No one made a fuss the way they would have if one of us went missing.

"I've

been thinking about mine ever since they told me," she said. Another fact

already knew. Steph hid her obsession with monsters better than I did, but when we'd
roomed together for the orchestra trip last spring it had crept out during one of those

L6
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inevitable all-nighters. The kind where the air closes in around you in a microfiber veil of
intimacy until you say things you'll regret.

"I already know exactly what to draw."
I said, "So start."
"You first." Our eyes caught,

gazes

tangling over the wide expanse of canvas. She

smiled and tilted her head, her face so bright and focused it hurt. "Together?"

"Together." With my free hand I pushed my long sleeve up to my elbow so I

wouldn't drag it in paint, taking care with the fresh cuts healing at the crook of my arm.
These were shallow, done with a stick pin from my mother's sewing kit, and barely

deserving of a band-aid. Not like Steph's.

I forced my attention back to the network of fine cracks and smooth, dry canvas
beneath my knees. Heart jouncing into my ribs,

I dipped my paintbrush in the tube of

black.

#

After Joey died, we barely needed the cellar. Mom's monster was so small and sly
we could have kept it like a house cat if we didn't mind the way it turned her cold. I think

I saw it once,

a sharp-kneed shadow

with too many legs that crept along the ground in

a

liquid slither. \ü/hen the monster-shadow flowed through the misaligned trapdoor and into
my mother's lap, I lost it in the black folds of her blanket.
That night I heard her weeping in her bedroom for hours. Sometimes her monster

did that. Mostly it took her away, emptied her out like a melon and left us the rind.
In the months leading up to my eighteenth birthday, I planned to draw a monster
that would consume the empty cellar space where Joey's should have been. Something
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big enough to drag out all the weight I carried in my heart, that burning pressure Steph
had helped me grow into a crop of neat red lines along my arm.

#

I tried not to watch her paint too much. But every time I looked over at Steph's
colors-cerulean, crimson,

gold-I

would catch her eyes darting to my hands. At first

I

was glad, proud that Steph wanted to see whatever I held inside me. Soon, though, the

feeling twisted. I watched her from right there on the ground, little rocks digging into my
knees. She watched me from a distance.

My monster took shape the way a gravestone rubbing does. Lots of watered-down
color, greys and charcoals in broad strokes, with darker outlines rising from the wash.
The cracks along my patch of canvas took paint with abandon, rich black veins that, as

I

selected colors one at a time, began to form the skeleton of something large.

The one time I'd asked Joey about the process, how it worked, why only some

of

us drew or even wanted to, he'd been painting his ceiling midnight purple. From his

craned-neck perch on a kitchen chair, he'd told me it was a matter of intent and of

privilege: what you meant, and what you had. I'd understand when I was older.
Here at the pond, my chest clenching up every time Steph eyed my half of the
canvas, I closed my eyes and saw his skinny arms arced above his head, sweatshirt
sagging down to bare his laddered bandaids. The paintbrush in my hand could have been

his. Everything of mine could have been his.

We'd reached the pond at high noon, the pale disk of sun blending into

a

blue so

light it was almost white. A breeze picked up after an hour or two and I rolled my sleeves

1B

back down, holding my brush between my teeth; for another blur of time after that

I

tasted the metallic, acrid flavor of acrylics whenever my tongue crept into a molar.

When that taste faded, I sat back on the edge of the canvas, rolling my painting
arm in its socket, and wiped unexpected sweat from my brow.

"Oh," Steph breathed

a moment later, and tucked her brush behind her ear.

My monster was a hunched

and hulking beast

with

a

bit of the ape to it and just

a

hint of reptile in the jaw. Hers was like a deep-sea creature: trailing tendrils, a
voluminous swell of body, many-sized eyes in every direction. Would it float,

I

wondered, or drag itself along by its dozens of boneless extrusions? Mine would lope
across the ground with a rolling gait, eating up the earth in bounds.
Steph reached across her half of the canvas to grab my hand.

I almost dropped the

paintbrush but we pressed it between our palms, still wet. All my dread, my uncertainty,
settled back against my shoulders. It was finished. We had done

it. Now for the next

important thing: to wait.
#
The first time I really met Steph was fall of junior year, in the pit for the first and
last musical I ever played. She stood behind me and a few rows to the left, her short

brown hair and n¿urow shoulders dwarfed by the neck of an upright bass. We'd been in
school together since ninth grade, but I can still place the moment she lifted her fingering
arm and revealed the raised white scars from her wrist to her elbow. Rows and rows of
them like ridges in a Japanese sand garden.
Steph caught me looking and flashed a smile, white teeth and bright eyes.

I had so

many questions. Two months later she pulled me into a darkened bedroom during a party
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full of theater kids.

o'Are you going
to draw?" Her breath was warrn and spiced against

my cheek: the ghost of cinnamon whiskey.
"Yes. Are you?"

"Of course." Steph took my hand and placed it on her arrn

so

I could feel the

bumps there, uneven in width but all precisely the same length. Some were light, barely
noticeable. Others must have been deep.

"I don't think I have a choice."
#

When I got home from the pond, my mother didn't have to ask me what I'd done

It was written in the paint on my fingers, described in detail by my blackened cuticles.
She waited in the front hall as

I untied my shoes, and below the floorboards her monster

skittered, scratching at the pine.
'o'Was

it that girl you run with now? Did she talk you into this?"

"You know her name, Mom."

"I know her

parents, too. I know they would never let you two draw without

calling me frrst."
"We didn't tell them either." I folded my arTns, mirroring her pose without
meaning to. Cuts stung as my sleeves pulled tight.

"I'm eighteen. I don't

have to ask

permission."
She turned and walked into the kitchen.

I found her standing at the picture

window, staring out at the murky reflection of her face in the pane. \ühen mine swam up
beside hers, she seemed to recede into the glass.

I had no answer for that.
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"l wish your brother were here."

#

I still don't remember anything from the night Joey died. He didn't warn me. I
didn't even know he'd decided to draw.
Twelve years later, sitting alone in the living room and waiting for mine to find its
way home, all I could think of was where Joey might have sat. How had he positioned his
limbs? Was there any piece of him I could mimic now?

I tried different poses on the couch based on other remembered nights in front of
the television, picturing his long legs and tapping feet. He would have been nervous that

night. V/aiting for a noise, a smell, for the scratch of claws against his nape.
He drew in summer

too-did

he leave the window open, the way

I did? The

crickets and bullfrogs seemed comforting at first, but they were there for his night too.

They didn't care then.
Upstairs, my mother paced back and forth in her room. She'd kissed me on the
cheek, catching the corner of my mouth by accident. I would have been embarrassed
she hadn't rushed upstairs so quickly.

If I didn't

if

hear her door lock.

I couldn't think about her now. Not closely.
When my monster came, it didn't make a sound.
Fingers first, or claws. The silhouette was hard to parse. It climbed through the

living room window, graceful despite its impossible frame. Unfurled itself from the night
like ink bleeding through paper.

My monster was made of shadows on shadows, not iridescent but with the same
shifting quality

as

oil. It towered over me, nearly hit the ceiling with its sloping,
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australopithic skull. All of me turned inward. Only heartbeat. Pulse and skin, the shiver of
hairs.
Joey had been skin. Muscle and bone, watching his monster from our

living room,

alive. Then not.

It wasn't real. It was. I watched it, it watched me.
Floorboards creaked above my head, a steady pattern I could have tapped out on
the out of tune piano my mother swore she'd get back to one day. Back and forth.

I

sat

while my monster stood and together we listened as she walked. She hadn't heard it come

in. She couldn't. My monster wasn't for her.
"Do you know what happened to him?" My throat closed up as soon

as the

question came out, choked with inscrutable shame. My monster shifted, shoulders rolling

with a series of dislocating cracks, and suddenly I was standing, tense, my brother in my
head and my limbs. I thought of him fighting, losing. Blood in the boards.
Shadows moved. I hadn't left the lights on but my mother's leaked beneath her

door and down the stairs, enough to give my monster room to grow. Black tendrils spilled

from its hulking shoulders, the curve of its jaw, blurring past the lines I'd drawn until
everything was dark, thick dark, tar pouring into my eyes and mouth and crawling up my

fingernails. Had it been like this for Joey? Was it still?

My monster panted hard and hungry somewhere far above my head

as

I clamped

my hand over my forearm. Squeezed. The shadows swooped and guttered when blood
wet my fingers, shrinking back like snakes under a whip.

I peeled my tacky palm away and held out my arms.
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#
The next morning I found Steph in the library, her legs curled underneath her in a
sagging chair, a book in her lap though her eyes didn't move across the page. She didn't

look up as soon as I approached. I had to crouch beside her, suddenly shy, surprised at
her unexpected reserve.

"How did it go for you?"
Steph met my eyes at last. Hers were

filled with tears.

She closed the book and

held it with both hands like a shield.
o'I

couldn't do it."

"It's okay if your pârents-"

"I didn't draw mine out,"

Steph cut me off. "When we painted.

I didn't make it

real. I couldn't tell you until I knew if you had."
For a moment I couldn't speak. Then: 'oWhy?"
She looked past me, her gaze unfocused, and I let her because nothing else would

come. When Steph looked back at my face and gave me her answer, she was already too

far away to hear.
#

Today I walk to the forest with my face angled up to the sun. It's finally
springtime, still cold and laced with stubborn frost, but there are buds on the oak trees
and when

I left the house this morning I saw a crocus, dark red against my silver lawn. It

took everything I had not to cut the stem and bring it, fresh and bleeding, into my kitchen
to die.
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Before I bought this place my mother told me I would never be able to maintain
the grounds and she was right, of course;

I can't. I don't. Either I kill things too quickly

or let them grow wild, and regardless it leaves the yard a mess. But I like it this way.
When it's warm enough I go barefoot.

Now I'm wearing shoes, of course, but I can still feel the forest floor. The
phantom sensation grows stronger by the second: my monster knows I'm near. Past me,

in the trees, branches snap and patches of frozen mud crackle underneath our feet.
The ground is chilly on my knees when I sink carefully down, my old jeans

drinking in the frost like thirsty flowers. I close my eyes and feel for a minute the warm
sun on my forehead, the cold earth, all my familiar aches and the new ones

I haven't

gotten used to yet.
When I open my eyes, there it is.

My monster is still hulking, its saurian head still heavy with teeth. It moves less
quickly now, and with less grace. Though it does surprise me on occasion. Slyness
doesn't age.
Instead of speaking

I wait, palms resting on my thighs, boot toes digging into

dead grass. We breathe together for a moment, and then my monster swipes a claw across

my cheek. Very gentle, this movement, almost a caress.

It turns and leaves the way it came, not

as fast

between the dappled shadows until I can't distinguish

blood, a single glistening splash against the grass.
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but fast enough, slipping in

it from them. All that's left is

"A Brief History of Dowsing"

1988

The first girl she finds in a well.

It's early on a Sunday, not the

best time of the week but almost: the

light is still

too soft to allow for thoughts of school. Elise runs past her mother's garden with its dead
rose bones that snarl and thatch together, past the sloping yard heavy with clover, all the

way down to the woods that limn their property.

At the edge of the forest she picks up a bent stick, crooked Y shape appealing for
its potential as a slingshot, and swings it back and forth across her path for spiderwebs.

Now is poofy coat weather, and she's telling herself a story of Ice Age explorers, and she
goes where her feet take her.

When the stick comes up against a curved stone wall, tap-tap, she secures it

through a belt loop like a sword. Elise pushes off the rotting wooden well cover, which is
cold and wet and smells like the underside of the porch.
She peers inside.

Somehow the stick stays in her belt loop for the frantic sprint back up to her
house.
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1991

Elise has circled rocks atop her dresser, a protective ring in which the Y-shaped stick can
rest. Touching the wood makes her queasy. Sometimes she dreams the corpse from the

well into the humid darkness under her bed and imagines how her leathery cheeks would
rot.
On the morning Elise turns fourteen she wakes up sad. She runs her fingers over
the stick, looking for the twist of horror, but today there's nothing. Only wood. Annoyed

with herself, Elise slips it into her backpack and heads to catch the bus. She'll walk to the
hardware store this afternoon and buy a strip of rubber, erase the last of its power over
her. After school, though, the whole thing becomes embarrassing-the thought of herself

that morning, her private shrine, even the image of her teenage self slinging rocks across
the yard. Elise takes out the stick, rears back her arm, and that is when the wood begins to

move
Elise knows things she didn't know when she was eleven. How to keep her focus
on what she can see. How to stop her mind from sliding off into imaginary worlds so
she's not at risk of walking into anything unexpected. Which means she knows,

for

certain, that she isn't moving the stick. But she follows.
The tug grows stronger as she passes the football green and begins to flank the

cornfield now gone fallow. Elise is vaguely aware of a political conflict around this field,
has heard her parents discussing the wasted land, but she doesn't know how long
been contested or whether or not someone has worked
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it's

it during that time. All she knows

is that the stick is pulling her leftwards, more, more, until she must step off the sidewalk
and into waist-high stalks where husks crunch beneath her feet like permafrost.
She stops at a spot some

fifty

yards from the road. In every direction corn rolls

out in a spiky yellow carpet. There is no marker, no overturned earth, but Elise knows
what she's standing on.
That night Elise doesn't tell her parents about the comfield. The stick burns in her

mind as they celebrate her birthday with red velvet cake and new hiking boots.
Years later, when the property dispute is settled and a developer finally razes the

land, they will find a cloth-wrapped skeleton buried on her side, legs folded up to her
chest, as

if she'd simply

gone to sleep.

1995

Of course she brings the dowsing rod to college. She's begun to carry it everywhere these
last few years, tucked away inside messenger bags and backpacks, jostling against her

protein bars and the fancy vacuum flasks her parents buy her when they're trying to
connect.

Elise doesn't use the stick as often as she thinks she should. This is because she
has begun to see dead

girls in her room at night, the ones she told about and the ones she

didn't. There doesn't seem to be a difference. They stand in comers, sit on the end of her
bed, drape themselves across the top of her tiny dorm desk and lie where her roommate is
sleeping, a confusing overlay of girls. Some resemble Elise herself, with skin that must
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have gone blotchy red in the cold, but far more are darker, tawny fingers curled into fists
as they watch her see them and not see them

all at once.

None of them will speak to her no matter how many times she apologizes, or begs
them to go, or throws her healy textbooks through their bellies. They can't speak. Their
mouths are covered in bark that grows right out of their skin.

1996

Her housemates and their friends play a game of truth or dare. Everyone's been drinking.
Elise retrieves the stick from her bedroom and holds it in both hands, palms flat and
upturned, holds it like a sacred thing. A girl from her Glacial Mineralogy class tries to
take

it from her and Elise

steps back, knocking over her plastic cup of vodka and ginger

ale.

"It won't work for you," she says, protective

and sick, wanting to throw the

dowsing rod at the group, wanting to stab the other girl with its splintered end.

"Prove it works at all," says a boy whose freckles she could map by hearl. He says

it in a nice way. She takes them all outside and

leads them to the center

of campus. It's

the middle of the night and other groups of students pass now and then, laughing or

talking quietly or shouting at nothing; Elise ignores them all and holds the dowsing rod
by its prongs. Her breath tastes sweet-sharp, the alcohol an uneasy buzz inside her like a
radio turned too low.

As she feels the familiar hum-and-catch of the stick attuning itself to her hands,
her wrists, the muscles of her arms and legs and heart, Elise notices their group has
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grown while she was distracted. Five new girls stand at the fringe, watching like the
others, their bark-mouths silent and accusatory. They turn when she does. Walk with her

in the dark. She leads her flock to the cemetery up the hill where every grave is a decade
old at least. When no one believes her Elise has never been so relieved.

1998

Graduation is in three weeks. Her parents will be there. She has purchased a dress with
the help of the dead girls, sitting at a library computer late at night and panning through

clothing on Amazon slowly enough that they can express their opinions. They do this by
leaning close and nuzzling their noses against her shoulders, her face, breathing out
through their nostrils so she feels a kiss of hoarfrost. Elise interprets these attempts as

positive, and buys the dress that makes her shiver the most.

A friend stops by the morning after

she placed the order, two coffees in hand. She

finds Elise awake in bed, the Y-shaped stick lying on her chest: an autopsy incision to be.
"Get up," says the friend, "we're going to brunch. Leave that here."

"I caî't."
"You will."
"What if they need me?"
The friend holds out the coffee until Elise must sit up and take it or watch her face

crumple with disappointment and hurt. She has few friends. The dowsing rod slides off
into her lap.
That night the dead girls pile onto her chest, their cold so thick you could skate.
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2001

When Elise is twenty-four and unemployed, her degree a stone atop her shoulders, she

finds a dead girl in an alleyway outside a popular nightclub. The police call this girl an
addict, say she must have been homeless, that she "dressed up" in women's clothing as

if

thc mint grccn cotton bra and panty sct wcrc a gaudy costumc. Vcnomous jokcs arc madc
online, counterpoints brought with equal poison. Most news outlets don't use her name
but rather the street on which she was found.

2002

Elise lands a gig doing geophysical fieldwork. Her passion is glaciology-those ending
plains of untouched
because

ice-but

research positions are rare. This job is good, however,

it allows her to spend her days alone.
She measures lines that criss-cross through the woods, marking her paths

with

bright pink flags, then hammers metal spikes into the dirt at three-foot intervals. Once
each stake is strung with plastic-coated wire Elise can wander while electrodes map the
stratas of the earth. Sometimes she pinpoints water, sometimes not. The physical labor

calms her, as do the trees. It doesn't mean she's finished.

A man she's sleeping with picks up the stick while Elise is in the shower. She
feels his hands on

it like they're on her, strong fingers choking off the circulation in her
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wrists. When he swings the dowsing rod back and forth Elise cries out, doubling over so
her sickness splatters thin and red across the tile floor.
She lets the water run for long enough to wash away this shame, goes to him

still

damp with her hair a sleek dark cap and kisses him hard enough to cut her inner lip. Then
she shoves him out the door so

violently he nearly snaps a finger on the frame. That night

there are no dead women in her room but they return soon enough.

2004

When she is twenty-seven Elise finally sits down with paper and a fine black pen and
begins to write. She has the idea that if she puts their stories down, at least the ends, and
shares

them-gives them voice-they will finally leave her alone. This idea doesn't

work, and it will take her years to understand its cowardice. The insult of assuming that
power.

2007

On an ice-pocked trail in springtime she meets a man who draws line art for comics. He
waits until their fourth date to mention the dowsing rod, which she has seen him notice
every time she reaches into her bag. By this point Elise has no room left for patience.
They buy a bottle of good whiskey and bring it to the rooftop garden at his building and
she tells him about the

well: the smell of rotting wood, pale granite laced with moss. The
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sight of dragonflies landing on mummified skin. He doesn't touch her, not until she takes
his hand, and together they watch the sun bleed out across the city.

2009

He asks her. She says no. It isn't that she doesn't feel his heartbeat in her chest at night.

But Elise is alrcady splitting into iccbcrgs bccausc thc world around hcr is an occan, and
oceans

will

eat even the coldest of glaciers.

close a ring around her finger as

if

If

she agreed to bind herself to anyone, to

dead girls didn't collect at her feet like meltwater, how

much more of her would slough away?

If she's honest with herself, which is getting

harder by the year, Elise is afraid.

She slips out of time in the woods more and more, loses herself during

trivial tasks. One

morning she blinks and finds herself rabid with toothpaste froth, standing in the bathroom
an hour after she

left her bed. They work out

a compromise, though, because he wants the

special moment and she wants to be capable of one.

There are no contracts, no rings, but the bark-mouthed girls could be her
bridesmaids. They stand in rows three deep while Elise says her vows. I promise.

I

promise. I promise.

Afterwards she slips away from the champagne and dancing, takes the dowsing
rod from where she hid it in the voluminous plastic bag that had held her dress. Her skirts
are rucked up

with

a dozen secret buttons buried

the small silver shoes.
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in the lace, baring her shins and ankles,

"I'm here,"

she whispers to the women who crowd around her in silent

expectancy. Their icy breath is a relief after the bright hot lights of the ceremony.

"I'm

still here."
She follows the stick down the cobbled country lane which has been lined with

sparkling white lights and ribbons of gold, turns down a gravel road that winds through
the forest towards the cloistered set of cabins where they're staying for the weekend. The
dowsing rod pulls her into the trees and she goes gingerly, choosing her steps, twisting
sideways here and there to avoid catching her dress against the tender fingers of beech
and hemlock and pine.

Where the hum of purpose leaves her is a clearing of soft grass. White
mushrooms peep from the underbrush, not quite a fairy circle: the shape they've grown
around is elongated. Coffin-shaped, five feet from foot to head. For a moment, staring

down in her peach and silver gown, Elise becomes a rip in the world. A hole through
which she can sense a great vacancy, unending, its emptiness so heavy she can barely
stand.

But the light is soft in the glen, the air sweet. Elise walks back to the party with
the scent of wildflowers strong and lovely in her lungs.

2010

They fight about children again. Her partner asks what made her this way and she
explains what glacial erratics are, rocks moved thousands of miles by frozen tides they

can't control. The words rush out faster and faster until she has to go to the bathroom and
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curl up on the tiles. At first Elise thinks she might sink all the way into the cold linoleum
but it's not long before he comes and kneels beside her to rest his forehead on her
shoulder. Together they breathe, and in the bathroom with them are no bark-mouthed

women at all.

20t0

Except a baby will never be her answer.
The dead girls join her at the clinic and wait patiently while the anesthetic takes
hold. Both the anesthesiologist and the doctor are men. The doctor has white hair, a white
beard, and a no-nonsense air about him. He tells Elise she

will

be

just fine. She tells him,

blearily, that she knows. He says it again as if he didn't hear her.
Ten muzzled women crowd around his shoulders, put their hands against his
mouth, his eyes. He shivers and Elise falls away.

2022

Her mother dies. She gets the call at work, her father crying through the phone, and the
wound this opens inside her may or may not be love. Elise flies home alone (her partner
offers to come but she says no, can't bring herself to touch him or anyone else while
unexpected heartache rattles around her body like marbles), and when the TSA agent

finds the stick in her bag she thinks, Confiscate it, please. Tell me I am not safe to
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board. But he hands it back to her with a joke about how it would count as a weapon

if

only it were strung.
On the plane, a bark-mouthed woman sits in the seat beside her. Elise cannot tell

if the woman is alone or if

she is superimposed over the shape of a real and

She doesn't try to speak to her neighbor, and during the

living human.

flight travels back in time to

when she was five or six. She is on her mother's lap in the overstuffed armchair by the

wood stove, their hands sticky with peanut butter: they are making peanut butter pine
cones, which they

will string onto bright

red yarn and loop around a pine tree in the yard.

With no provocation or warning her mother begins to cry, her chest against
Elise's back shuddering in not-unpleasant waves of emotion that catch like fishhooks in
her heart and pull a matching sob from her own small lungs.

"What's wrong?" she asks through her tears. Twists in her mother's lap,

a pine

cone jabbing deep impressions in her palms.

"I'm sorry," her mother

says.

"I'm sorry, I just realized."

Elise still doesn't know what she realized. But it's the funniest thing: as she
reaches to accept a can of soda she can feel the bite of those pine nibs against her palms.

2024

The dowsing rod doesn't call her as frequently at certain times of year, and those times

Elise spends all her money on travel. She raises funds for months, then drops them all at
once on airfare and the cheapest rooms. Her partner joins her when he can, hopes she'll

come back when he can't.
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This winter solstice takes them to Ireland, sandstone cliffs and thrashing surf. In
summer Elise goes to Alaska and walks a dying glacier for the first time. Her heart swells
and breaks

with every step, her lungs too tight against her ribs. She would have pressed

her very self into the ice

if that would

save it.

2027

She has begun to keep several different kinds of record. There are the notebooks

filled

with coordinates, landmarks, names when she can find them. There are drawings, crude
sketches at first but you could see,

ifyou scrolled through

the years

ofportfolios,

a

slowly growing skill.
Elise keeps one record separate from the rest. A paperjournal in different shades

of ink, pens running dry mid-sentence, mid-word. This is the diary of every dead girl
whose killer has been caught and held. Sometimes thanks to anonymous tips she's left the

police or sent to the local news. Sometimes thanks to other things, machinations of the

world that have absolutely nothing to do with Elise or her forked stick. It's not very long,
this journal. Four decades have not

filled it.

On nights when she's very tired Elise will sit on the floor with the dowsing rod in
her lap and this journal open in front of her, bark-mouthed women kneeling all around,
and touch each name in turn.

"Isn't this enough?" she'll whisper. They never bother

shaking their heads.
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2048

Her partner goes first. Cancer. It's impossible not to get cancer these days, as people have
said all her life.

The cemetery near their town is full. Single plot burial is illegal without more
money than she has. Elise has him cremated and takes his ashes to the city where they
met. With the urn pinned beneath her elbow she allows the dowsing rod to lead, or not.
Cold pennies touch her cheeks. The dead girls walk with her to a spot in her

favorite park beneath which is nothing but soil. Only the skeleton of this place remains,
the bones of hills and ponds; the rest is heavy with concrete. Elise feels a lifetime

of

women folding in around her as she spreads her partner's ashes at the base of a young red
oak. Their muzzles are the same color as its trunk.

2064

New names go into her book of answered deaths, but not nearly so many as the women
who stand or sit or lie in her bedroom when things begin to crumble. They pile like stones
on the desk Elise doesn't use, sit cross-legged on the bookshelf full of vintage paperbacks
she can no longer read, the fonts too small and the pages too thin. They stand hip to hip,

breasts against backs against stomachs and hands, hair, eyes, their lips still covered in

living wood. She cannot count them all.
When she closes her eyes she feels them nearby, gentle and incontrovertible as the
dawn now breaking outside. She holds the dowsing rod in both her fragile hands.
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Elise thinks of walking through the woods, crunch-swisft: with every step a sweep

for spiderwebs. She thinks of bark, and of the trunks that grow beneath, and the clear
frozen smell of Mendenhall. The crunch of ice or corn husks underneath her feet.
She thinks of cold touches on her face, and feels them now.

2067

A girl climbs the last living tree in the park. Her mother stands below, shading her eyes
against the sun. Around them the city is abuzzing insect hive, the rise and fall of traffic

almost like the ocean.
'oCareful," the mother calls. The girl climbs higher. She will remember the feelinø

of that aerie for years: the pulse of untouched air, the view that sprawls before her tn

rippling waves of concrete and steel. When she climbs back down her chest is full of
many sharp edges and she wants to cry, or shout, or sing. Instead she picks up a stick

from the base of the oak, a funny-shaped stick like a slingshot in an old cartoon. She
can't take the tree with her when they leave but she can take this.
The girl slips it through her belt loop, grabs her mother's hand but only for a
moment. She runs ahead, sun on her face, eyes bright with everything.

3B

"Endling'

When the oceanographer was a little boy, he believed that crayfish were fairies, distant
relations of the cicadas that carpeted his lawn in the summer. He told me this while

I

ziptied his wrists together, his breath an assault of white wine but his words endearingly
slurred, like a toddler or a drunken poet.

"Oh, that's true," I said, helping him lie back against the couch and adjusting a

pillow beneath his neck. "My cousin knows

a few. Cicadas, not crayfish."

He tried to follow me with his eyes, tracking my face as best he could, but the
zipties were a precaution. Phenobarbital is a tidal wave. You can't surf that.

I turned off the table lamp behind his head. V/ith the blinds drawn tight against
the gibbous moon, his living room became

little statues waiting to trip me up. For

a

jumble of mismatched furniture and funny

a man

who spent most of his year at sea, the

oceanographer had certainly managed to make the place his own. Two jaguar totems

carved out of dark wood stood beside the television stand, and a metal rooster the size of

my torso guarded the doorway to the kitchen.

He'd laughed when I stopped and stared at this last piece, already moving past me
to grab us a bottle of muscadet, but hadn't troubled himself to explain. I'd liked him a

little for that.
Now I patted the rooster's head belore crossing through the kitchen, down the
hall, and into the oceanographer's study.
Papers littered his desk, stacks of unlabeled folders weighed down by chunks

of

ash-veined quaftz. The bookshelf by his window sagged beneath the weight of textbooks
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and maps and dozens upon dozens of black and white notebooks. None of that matched

the description

I'd been given,

and already my lungs were tight.

My own fault for waiting to dose the wine. Wasting time with his fingers in my
hair. Aspersa would be in our meeting place at the docks by now, pacing back and forth

with her shoulders curved against the spray. (My cousin would be afraid of salt even with
stone walls between her and the sea.) She told me the file would be obvious-accessible,
easy to reference. But how could she know?

IIow could she be sure?

I went to the desk and moved one rock, then another, splaying out folders while
my heart stuttered faster. My brain felt lighter too, or was that only fear? If I left here
empty-handed,

if I failed now-

My hand trembled into a stack and the top three folders slid onto the floor,
revealing a file stamped with a white sticker that read, "TOXICOLOGY / OCT

-

DEC."

Relief pierced me like fishhooks. I shoved the file underneath my jacket, its cardstock
overly cool against my flushed skin.
The wind picked up as I padded back to the living room, the windows creaking in

their frames, but the oceanographer stayed silent. I cupped my palm above his nose to
catch the warm damp of his breath, then left him sleeping in the dark.

Both the streetlamps flanking his front stoop were newly out. Tiny fragments of
lightbulb littered the sidewalk and crunched beneath my boots, their filaments blown by
condensation from the sea. The rest of the street was empty, cleared out by the salt wind
that rushed down the center of the road to batter doors and kick dead leaves into my face.
One stuck to my bottom lip and when

I swiped

at my mouth, my hand came away wet.

licked blood from my lips, hissing as they cracked again, and applied the chapstick
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Aspersa once bought me in bulk. This one tasted like artificial pomegranate, tacky and

too sweet.
The toxicology report sticking out of my jeans bit into my hips as I angled my
body for the least resistance. A street sign came loose somewhere behind me and clanged
along the sidewalk, hammering around my skull for longer than it should have, though
not louder than my wheezing breath. I pounded the flat of my palm against my ribs and
headed for the wharf.

Earlier that night I brought the oceanographer to a large chain restaurant, the kind
of place where servers shouted the orders and fake plants loomed in every direction. No
one watched our table or followed us back to his place.

All day the storm had telegraphed

itself with big-bellied clouds and spritzes of rain; people knew what they'd be in for

if

they risked the streets at night. Still, I kept to the shadows between each block of

buildings funneling pedestrian traffic to the wharf.

After such

a

colorful campaign to attract the oceanographer's attention in the

previous weeks, it was a relief to slip back into the dark, ferried along by the rain now
tapping at my back-and yet by the time I reached the boardwalk my cuticles itched, skin
receding as water left my body.

I blamed the rooster. It had surprised me, given him

a way

into my head, and now

I needed to run.
To my left, waves crashed against the breakwater that protected the swimming
beach, egged on by clouds so thick I could no longer see the moon. Boats moored at the

fishermen's docks rocked against one another as I skidded along the wet boardwalk, and

for one perfect moment the storm filled me better than air.
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Suddenly I pitied the oceanographer asleep on his couch. If he were out here with
me, he wouldn't feel this. Or, shit, all those wooden statues and the rocks on his

desk-

maybe he'd remember there was something to feel and the knowledge of what he threw

away would dissolve him like a pesticide.
That burst of superiority got me the rest of the way to the docks and the bait shack
at their center.

By day an old man sold worms from here, and sodas for

a

dollar. Now it

stood dark, its onc front window shuttcrcd, but whcn I poundcd on thc door in the
arranged pattern, my cousin let me in.

"You have it?" Aspersa asked, speaking loudly over the rain. She stood in the
center of the single small room, shoulders hunched as if the cavalcade of raindrops were a
real attack. I wriggled the folder from my jeans and passed

it to her, pocketing my hands

immediately so she wouldn't see them shake. Her lips weren't chapped at all, her cheeks
pink with health, and I didn't want to distract her with the parts of me that were failing
faster by the minute.

"Is it enough?"
She nodded without looking up. Then pulled one sheet free and turned

it so I

could see, thumb and forefinger gripping the paper so tightly it jumped.
"There. Right there."

I squinted

at the paper, trying to corral my

blurring vision, until

a

multicolored bar

graph followed by lines of small print swam into focus.
See

Diagram

4

for compound-specffic

assessments of environmental risk by site

but as there is no legally appreciable human health risk associated with this increase in
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contaminant concentration-see page l0 for public-facing language no restrictive
actions are recommended at this time.

My joints forgot themselves. My tongue went dry as the muscadet we shared. I
caught myself against the door, cold wood biting into my palm. Some of it was the
asphyxia, but I'd kissed this man over wine. I let him tangle his fingers at my nape and

call me unexpected, which was so much worse than beautiful.
"Solena, stop." My cousin touched my cheek.
there. No one

will think worse of you."

"It

was my idea to send you in

She dabbed her knuckle at my

lip. It came away

streaked with red. Aspersa wiped her hand on her heavy hooded coat and tucked the

folder into the briefcase at her feet.

"l'll

take these now. You need to go."

I nodded,

wheezing, too shaken and alarmed by my own reaction to object as she helped me strip
out of my clothes.

"Don't come to the trial," Aspersa said, folding my jacket over my jeans. "Be
smart about this, okay?"

With that, she pushed me through the door, following me and pulling it shut
before hurrying back the way I'd come. Rain pounded on my face as I struggled naked
towards the end of the dock. Despite the downpour my eyes had gone so dry that blinking

hurt. Every time I tried to swallow my throat seemed to erode, and with this pain to drive
me I stumbled to the edge and dove.

Everything compressed. The surf. My lungs. The heavy body wrapping up my
guts. Each moment of the evening----clinking glass, the hiss of candles being

lit,

the

rainforest smell of his shampoo-became a grain of sand, a thousand tiny irritants
beneath the ocean's weight, and crushed beneath
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it all I was remade.

This homecoming never hurts. Or pain is not the right word. Instead it's like
staying awake too long, stretching your mind past the limits of your consciousness, and
then, in a rush, falling asleep.

I couldn't see much in the surf, just my arms floating ghostlike near my face as I
pointed my feet and allowed myself to sink.

As always, dark spots came first. Little nubs the size of staples rising from my
skin in rows. Whcn my tocs hit thc occan floor I dug in as thc spots bloomcd into musscl
shells, glossy spears erupting from my forearms. V/here the oceanographer had kissed the

fragile skin above my wrist, each sprout stung worse than my split lips.
The shells grew inch by inch around their tongues of muscle, all breathing in a
steady rhythm I felt from scalp to heel as they swept across my body. Five hundred, five
thousand? ['ve never been able to get an accurate count because while my eyes are

always last to go, fighting their own pearlescence as they harden in their sockets, the sea
does eventually turn dark. That night the transformation lasted two minutes, maybe three,

before I felt only the press and release of deep-rolling waves against my siphons.

Time
is different

in the ocean.

Instead of light and hunger you mark

it with minute changes in temperature, or

the flavors of silt kicked up by certain tidal patterns.

while the storm tossed boats like mermaid purses.
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I stayed below for

seventeen hours

All the while, Aspersa's words hummed along my cartilage, rising

and falling

with the waves but never leaving me completely. They bristled. They burned.

Be smart about this, okay?

Act like it had been nothing, in other words. Wait for her signal. Wait for the
pressure of the deep to shape me back into someone who hadn't done what I'd just done.

Wait.

Be

smart
about this

okay?
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I could do smart. Nobody would

see me

slip from the marina.

My clothes had survived, more or less. Aspersa had tucked them beneath the main
dock so the jeans were algae-ridden and my leather jacket resembled a dead animal
soaked in tar, but thankfully

it was late enough that all the fishermen were either home or

trying to make up for lost hours at sea.
Aspersa's gardens were too far to reach on foot. She would be resting now
anyway, no longer dressed in human skin. I told myself that's why I went to the
oceanographer' s building instead.

His place was on the second floor, but the building had been constructed at the
base of a
a

hill. This meant I could take the side alley sloping up towards the rear and, with

little finagling, perch atop a recycling bin outside his living room window.
The oceanographer sat on his couch with a tumbler of something dark. His ashen

profile took on light and color from the television, opalescence reflected in his glasses,
and for a dizzying moment I could envision how he'd look underwater.

I bit my tongue

and tasted poison.

I spent most of the night on that bin. The air was cold, but nothing is colder than
the seabed, and besides I had the searing pleasure of watching the oceanographer without
his knowledge. When he crossed out of the living room he paused by the rooster, staring
at

it for three long breaths, and I grinned my chapped lips bloody.
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By the time the trial resumed the next morning, I'd stolen a change of clothing
and slipped into the back of the courtroom.

I hid among the protesters while my cousin

took her place up front, her briefcase in hand. Shouts broke out when the defense tried to
call the documents forgeries, but I said nothing, conserving air. With my bitten tongue to
distract me from my slowly collapsing chest, I lasted until the oceanographer confessed
on the stand. Things crumbled quickly after that.
The oceanographer took the blame for the contamination, or more accurately had

it thrust upon him by his employers. He lost his job, his confidence. With any luck I'd
even ruined the rooster. Meanwhile, I ducked my cousin's gaze and trusted her to make

it

back to her sanctuary while I escaped to mine.
Our small victory gave me comfort. What's a little trauma in exchange for
justice? There are worse trades to make, and time heals all wounds.
Except that's bullshit.

I've changed my mind. You don't deserve

a

pretty lie. Here's how this really

goes.

The dominoes do fall. Aspersa doesn't see me in the couftroom, and we don't
speak again for weeks.

My shame sticks to me like oil,

a scum of embarrassment and fury

which thins but never disappears.
The larger corporate trial limps along.

It'll

be years before we know

if this injury

is mortal.

And still the sea rises and I die, slowl!, toxins devouring one piece of me at a
time until more resistant shrimps and crayfish take my skin to stay alive.
But that part doesn't happen yet.
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In the meantime, there are other names I've been considering. There are those
who signed the oceanographer's checks and those who let them. There are plenty who've
never touched my bay at all.

It's all right if you're confused. This was a lot. Anyone would be a little fuzry
now, a little scared.

Don't worÐ/, though. Lie back.
Wlren you wake up,

I'll

be gone.
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The Spinney

1:

Brigit

Connecticut
October 2O2O

An Attic

Brigit Weylan slid her fingers
as

across the vintage tape recorder in her lap, the plastic warm

living skin.
"Are you picking anything up?" Ian asked, snaking

a hand beneath the camera on

his shoulder to massage his trapezius. He caught her watching and she cut her eyes away,
embarrassed, and thumbed

off her mic.

"Nothing but your asthma."

"It's ambiance. And we're stalling because?"
She shifted on the pine floor. Pinkish clouds of insulation erupted from the walls

on either side, and the ceiling sloped aggressively. It was a delicate maneuver to uncross
and stretch out her legs, but

if

she

didn't reposition she was going to tear a meniscus.

Brigit switched her mic back on.
o'Sorry

for the technical difficulties. We're geffing a little interference, which is

actually a good

sign-"

At the far end of the attic, where the ceiling ducked so low Brigit was earlier
forced to crawl on hands and knees to inspect the corner, a cardboard box fell off its
stack. Papers spilled out across the plywood floor with a great plume of dust that reached
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them on the other side of the room, bringing with it the moldering scent of dried mouse
droppings. Ian dissolved into a coughing fit but managed to keep the camera level. In the

living room downstairs, the baby goth who'd hired them would have a perfect view.
"Hello?" Brigit asked calmly, holding in her own cough

as her throat burned.

"Logan, is that you?"
Logan Messer, struck down by a heart attack in 1998. Craggy of face and black of
eye, he'd glared up fi'om the obituary they had found in the Woodbridge library like a

nineteenth-century oil magnate. Definitely the most likely of several potential spirits that
could be haunting Haletown House. At least that's what Brigit and Ian had told its newest
occupant.

A gust of wind ruffled the scattered papers in the corner, although the attic had no
windows and the rest of the air hung thick and claustrophobic. Dust motes swirled
through the wedges of light cast by the hanging bulb. Brigit pushed her short hair back

from her forehead and presented Ian's camera with an unobstructed slice of profile.
"Logan, my name is Brigit Weylan. My sister and I are here to help you move

on." She took

a moment

to steady her voice. "Is Emma with you now?"

From the corner came a sharp rap like knuckles on wood. At the same time Ian
strangled another cough in the crook of his arm, nearly drowning out the knock. Brigit
kept the tension from her face by digging her fingertips into her thighs. A small black
hole had opened in her chest where her sister's name had passed.

"I know you don't want to leave, but I promise you'll
you need to do is take Emma's hand and you'll be free."
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be happier once you do.

All

The knocking came again, louder. She'd expected an echo but the air seemed to
catch the sound. The rest of the house was so chilly but up here all that warmth was

stuck, trapped like breath. Whatever mice had left those droppings probably suffocated
too. Little mummies in the walls.

"Brigit," Ian murmured. "Can you see them?"

"l can't

see

anything." She licked her lips. Her tongue felt dry, chalky with dust.

"But Logan is here. I can feel him in the room with us." Brigit raised her voice. "Emma,

I'm with you. Let me help. Let me give you strength."
She stretched her hand towards the corner. The knocking was a drumbeat now,
even faster than her

pulse-and then it stopped. Ian let out his breath in a quiet whoosh.

Brigit exhaled too, long and slow. Then

"It's done," she told the current

she turned to face the camera and smiled.

residents of Haletown House. 'oThis house is

clean."
#
The boy who'd bought their services was waiting on the couch when Brigit and
Ian climbed down from the attic. Brigit went first, Ian following with the camera bag now
stuffed with their equipment: the laptop, the miniature fan she'd hidden underneath the
boxes, the fishing line trap in the corner. There were a few other props around the outside

of the house-such as the rotten eggs in the upstairs gutter, which had been carefully
planted in an early morning excursion that had nearly put Ian in the hospital-but those
were all biodegradable and couldn't be traced back to them.
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In and out, that was the modus. They were surgeons like that, implanting a
psychic placebo effect. Honestly, most of these people? They just wanted to feel
believed.

Brigit hadn't needed that moral reassurance when Ian had pitched the series to her
ayear ago, but there was something about this kid today. A familiar sloppiness to the

liner drawn below his pale blue eyes.

"You think the old m¿m's really gone?"
'oI hope so," she said. Ian watched her

from the doorway to the living room. Brigit

could feel it on her neck as she dropped into the plush armchair opposite the kid. 'oYou've
got our number if he isn't."
The boy shrugged. "Guess

I'll

be on the show either way."

"Technically we need the waiver signed by someone over eighteen," Ian put in.
The kid looked at him while Brigit looked at the kid. Dyed black hair, chapped lips. His
sneakers weren't actually black, just sharpied to a purplish-gray. She sat forward.

"You'll

be on the show. Your birthday's what, next year? This wouldn't go online

for a few months anyway. We can hold the episode."
Why had she said that? It didn't matter how old he was. They hadn't gotten
picked up in their last attempt, and they wouldn't be picked up in the next. Ian was

fooling himself if he thought this thing was going to happen for real.
The kid smiled, and his eyeliner cracked. Discomfort fisted in her chest. "Cool,"
he said. "Thanks."
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"I do need something in exchange. Things

keep happening around here, stuff only

you can hear, smell, whatever? Tell your parents. Call us too, but you have to tell your

folks."
"Why? They'd lose their minds if they knew you were here."
'oBecause

you're

screwed up in there and

a

minor, and this isn't exactly a hard science. If it turns out

I

it comes back on you, I need to know you've got someone in this

house who can get you out."

Or if he was in real trouble, the bad brain kind that might hit kids at around his
age, that he would confide in someone other than an internet psychic out to pocket his

summer cash. It was a moment of weakness, wanting this promise she'd never be able to

confirm, but Brigit couldn't stop herself. "Deal?" she asked, stretching her hand across
the coffee table.

The kid chewed at the inside of his lip. Pale dots of red appeared in his cheeks.

Behind her, Ian's breathing was louder than anything else. Then a slim, chilly hand
smacked into hers, and for a moment,

Brigit wasn't in this stranger's living room at all.

She was in the woods, the Dell, in the cold dark night, her sister's icy fingers clamped

around her own.
You want to be the Wild child, wild child?

"Deal," said the kid. Brigit didn't blink. The room came back to her, his grub-pale
face. Vanilla candles on the mantel. Nothing of Emma or their game but the bitter tinge

of earth beneath her tongue.
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#
"Cheers," Ian said thirty minutes later. They clinked pints over a table with the
menu permanently sealed beneath alayer of gluey resin. "To

ajob well done."

o'I'm so proud."

"I don't love taking money from

a teenager, but that house was huge.

You know

his parents are loaded. New England rich. I hate New England rich."
'oMm," Brigit agreetl, though what she wantetl lo say w'às,I'oLt don't have to sell it
to

me.If Ian

needed to sell

it to himself, the least she could do was let him.

"Vy'e should be good on gas and board for another week or so. Want to drop down

to Florida and see the gators? It could make for some cool b-roll."

Brigit picked at a scab ofketchup that had hardened near her coaster. She
wondered if he could smell it on her, the pit in her chest, but no, of course not. That

wasn't the world in which Ian lived. She took a drink. "Florida's never been at the top of
my list."
"Really? I figured you would be all over the Everglades. They have airboat tours
and stuff."
"Please. Like you would risk that fancy camera in a swamp."

She'd meant to say it flippantly, but her tone fell flat. Ian's smile faltered, and

guilt squeezed her ribs. He'd only been trying to change the subject. Get her to engage.

Brigit swiped a fry from his plate and forced lightness into her voice. "What about the
northeast? We could head up the coast. They've got islands, evergreens, ambiance
days. Imagine the savings on mood lighting alone."
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She managed to keep the conversation rolling for the rest of the meal and the

drive back to their motel, but by the time they pulled into parking lot Brigit was ready to
drop face-first into bed. That cold, clammy hand on hers-the kid's, not the kid's, the

kid's-wouldn't quite leave her mind.
Just as Brigit was about to close herself into the room across from Ian's, he

clapped one palm on his door and swiveled back towards her. His dark hair curled across
his forehead, sprinkled with fiber she hadn't noticed in the bar. A grey smear of dust
marred his temple.

"I'm going to grab some water,"

he said. 'oWant anything?"

"I'm good." He needed a shower. They both did.
"They've got almond Snickers. My treat?"

Brigit waved him off and ducked inside her room before her smile grew too
forced. She stripped inside the bathroom, folding her clothes back into the bottom of her
bag, pausing only briefly when she noticed the faint half-moons on her thigh.

A ghost of

fingertips over the marks matched up her nails with the indentations.

"Damn," she murmured, and grabbed her nail clippers from her ziplock go-bag. In
the shower Brigit clipped her nails first, then brushed her teeth and gargled mouthwash
that tasted like rubbing alcohol garnished with spearmint. It was almost strong enough to
sear away the taste of dirt.

No dreams that night, or none she could remember. Just darkness and the wind
outside, thin glass letting in the cold. Brigit woke after dawn in a tangle of blankets, one
exposed thigh rashed with gooseflesh, but the fingernail marks wsre gone and she wanted

waffles.
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There was a strong chance Ian had already eaten, but maybe she could win him
over with the promise of vinyl seats at some scenic roadside diner. Surely they hadn't
found all the good spots in New Haven. Brigit went for her phone, hopping one-legged

into her jeans, and her appetite bled out.

A single missed call blared up from the otherwise empty notifications screen. No
message.

Brigit didn't recognize the number, but

she

didn't need to. The area code was

enough.
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Brigit waited to return the call from her hometown until after

she had finished

dressing, brushed her teeth, and flossed for the first time in several weeks. She even

broke out her birthday styling wax and tousled her short hair into a windblown cap. She

might have found more ways to kill time, or not called back at all, but whoever it was
might try again while she was trapped in the car with lan.
The obvious solution was to block the number and pretend she'd never seen it at

all. Except when she flumped onto her mattress and held her thumb above the red Block
Caller button, she couldn't bring herself to touch the screen. Nobody important still lived

in Ellis Creek. Who would have her number?
Maybe this was for some kind of retrospective, an article for the local paper.
Interest did seem to come around every few years, rising and falling like a reliable crop.
Her mother might have sold her remaining daughter's contact information for a little
sympathy from a stranger. Brigit groaned aloud, picking up her head and letting it fall

heavily back to the mattress. The only thing worse than knowing was not knowing, and
she

didn't do something soon, Ian would come looking for her. Probably armed with
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coffee and a disgusting amount of cheer. She pressed Return Call and held the phone
against her ear.

The phone rang once, twice, as she drummed her feet against the side of the bed.

Above her, cracks spider-webbed across the pocked white ceiling where the paint had
gone a sickly yellow. One of these cracks looked like something alive, a creature from

Emma's stories, and Brigit was tracing its misshapen spine when a low female voice
picked up the line.

"Brigit? Brigit Weylan?"
Startled to hear her first name on a stranger's tongue, Brigit didn't answer right
away. The caller took her time filling the silence, and inhaled one audible breath before

continuing.

"This is Alicia Nguyen. I was a friend of your sister's." Good voice. Unfamiliar
but striking, both smoky and reserved. The name rang no bells either, although that
wasn't saying much. Most of the people Emma had brought around the house had faded
into blurry amalgamations of features, laughter, snippets of overheard conversation.

"Ah," Brigit said, wracking her brain for a distinct memory of someone named
Alicia.
"Sorr¡r to call so early. I hope I didn't wake you."
Wake you. The words jarred something loose, a distant piece

of information that

slipped and slid until suddenly Brigit had it: Emma sneaking back to the house after

midnight, not alone, a confusing rush of feet and barely hushed giggles. Creaking up the
stairs, past

Brigit's room, pausing at the opened door to peer inside and whisper, "Son1',

B! Alicia's the loudest human in the world."
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Behind her another girl, dark and so slender she half-disappeared into the
shadows, one hand on Emma's waist. This girl murmured in a low, hoarse voice,

"I

hope

we didn't wake you." Both of them smiling but not really at Brigit, only at each other,

like Brigit could have been anyone or no one at all.
That had been... the summer before. Must have been, because it hadn't been long
after Emma had gotten her license. Brigit thought she'd seen Alicia a few times after that
night, but she and Emma must not have lasted beyond puppy love. Now that Brigit could
picture the girl she'd been, she was pretty sure Alicia hadn't even come to the funeral.

"I

hear you're a spiritualist now.

If that's the right term."

"'Who told you that?"

"I'm still in Ellis Creek. Word gets around."
'oI

didn't know anybody back home was keeping tabs on me."

"We have a lot of time for gossip. If it's true, I have a job for you. It's local."

Brigit rolled onto her stomach. She was curious,

sure, but the rest of her was

already ducking away. There was a sweet spot for the jobs she and Ian would take, and
anything that necessitated a five am phone call to someone you think is psychic did not
slot in. Still, no need to be rude before breakfast.

"What's going on?" she asked, tracing the argyle ridges of her duvet.

"It's sensitive. I don't think I can get into it on the phone. But I can pay you for
your time if you'll come to Ellis Creek and hear me out in person."
Not a chance. That was the answer climbing up Brigit's throat almost against her

will. She sank her teeth into the tip of her tongue, took a breath, and realized something
was fucked up with her heart. She could feel it knocking at her ribs, trying to get out.
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Sensitive. Few situations were sensitive enough to drive someone to make this kind

of

call but refuse to discuss any details over the phone.

"I don't get involved with wrongful death," Brigit said. "That's not negotiable.
I'm sorry you've

wasted your time."

"There is no death. Not yet."
ooNot

yet?"

"Come to Ellis Creek. Let me tell you what's going on. If you don't want to take
the

job once you've got the full story,

I'll drop it and delete your number."

This persistence. Brigit wasn't sure what to make of it. On the one hand, she

didn't want to know why anyone would make that offer to the kid sister of

a dead

girlfriend. On the other hand...

"A hundred dollars for the consultation." The smell of rug cleaner

sharpened, all

her senses tuning in. "After that it's sixty an hour each for my partner and I."

"You work with

a partner?"

"Is that a problem?"

A brief hesitation. Interesting. 'No. A hundred dollars each for the meeting, and
one twenty an hour after that.

V/e'll call it a thousand dollars

base fee, even

if it takes less

time for you to resolve. How soon can you be here?"

It was Brigit's turn to pause. Two hundred dollars just to talk? A thousand dollars
no matter how long it took them to pull off the scene? The curiosity clamped down on her
nape and gave her a

little shake. "This job. It's not dangerous, is it? I won't put myself or

my partner at risk, friend of the family or not."
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"The only dangers are ones I'd imagine you're familiar with in your line of

work." Was there a sneer hiding somewhere underneath those words? Brigit couldn't tell

if she'd heard it, or if she'd only wanted to hear it. "And remember, all I'm asking for is a
conversation in person. Then you'll understand why it had to be this way."

A conversation in person. One in the town where she'd spent the first eighteen
years of her

life and not a minute more than necessary. Leaving had been easy. Staying

gone, even easier. But five hundred clollars equaled two months of stuclent loan payrnents,
and that meant she

wouldn't need to scramble for

a freelance project

while Ian sourced

their next job. And he would get a major kick out of seeing her home turf. Southern
temperatures could be nice, too, with winter clawing at the door.

Liar, a quiet voice scoffed. You don't core about any of that.
Pain stung her hand. Brigit unstuck the corner of her forefinger nail from her

thumb. She hadn't even realized she was digging.

"Brigit? Are you there?"
She inspected the nail, the too-sharp corner she'd failed to trim. No blood. Her
heart pounded, dread and something wilder rising in her chest. No death. Not yet. Just a

woman who'd loved Emma once. Or at the very least, one who could say her name and
picture a living person, a girl she had touched. How long had it been since Brigit had seen
that wound on someone else?

And that kid yesterday with his pathetic shoes and cracked eyeliner, his insistence
that a ghost was keeping him awake. Thai he could pay them, that he wanted to pay them
because he'd seen the show and he loved her whole deal, the dynamic between the

living

sister and the dead one. (His words.) Talking to him had felt like a vice closing around
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her heart, and god, she hated that. Her insides were her own. Nobody else should be able

to touch them with their fishbelly fingers and needy eyes, or their expectant voices on the
phone. She couldn't be manipulated so easily, or

if

she could,

it would be her own

goddamn doing.
Besides, Ellis Creek was just a town. Sad things happened everywhere. Far worse

things than one dead teenager. If anything, going back now would prove to Brigit that
was true, and fine, Christ, maybe she needed a little proof. A little proof with a fat check.
Closer. Still bullshít. But closer.
Once she'd said her farewells and hung up the phone, Brigit placed her forefinger

nail into the shallow groove above the joint of her thumb. Pressed down until her breath
caught. Then she went to the bathroom, trimmed off the corner, and went to tell Ian they
were heading south after all.
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Sixteen Years Ago

Nelson County Police Department
Supplemental/Continuation Report

1. Date/Time

2.Page:

Received: 1012012004 /23:17

I of I

3. Supplemental [X] Continuation [ ]

4. Station Complaint No. 06-55747
5. Offense/Incident: Attempted arson (third degree)

6. Victim/Complainant: Sharon Eberly
7. Address:

The following is a transcription of the report of an alleged arson attempt on the Ellis
Creek Ruritan and outlying properties on 20 October 2004.

Dispatch: (23:17:29) Ellis Creek Dispatch, what is your emergency?
Caller: (23:17:34) Yes, hi, we're at the Ruritan on Stony Point and someone's

trying to set the Dell on fire.
Dispatch: (23:17:46) Is there a fire now?
Caller: [heavy breathing] Uh...
Dispatch: (23

:1

8:03) Ma'am?
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Caller: (23:18:06) She's-hang on. Marcus! Get back inside! Listen, honey, the
cops are on their way. You don't want to do that.

Unidentified Female: (23:18:14) [Laughs] Fucking trust me on this.
Caller: (23:18:10) What's on your face? What is that?
Unidentified Female: (23:18:12) Stay back!
Caller: (23:18:12) Send someone. Now!
Dispa[uh: (23:18:13) Mä'arr¡ please stay on the line. Ma'am. Hello?

[Caller hangs up]
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2: lan

Elkton, Maryland was the kind of town that boasted multiple nature preserves also named
after elk. It was probably full of quaint cafes and family-owned taverns that overlooked
the river, which would

likely sparkle in the sunlight like a sheet of multicolored glass. Or

so Ian Percz imagined. This truck stop was all right too.

"I don't know why we didn't think of this before," he said as they
sandwiches. "'We should do a whole pre- and post for the town.

stood in line for

We'll need an intro video

for you anyway, for promotion." At least the day had turned out beautiful, all blue skies
and petrichor from the freshly laid interstate just beyond this weigh station. There

it was,

the bright side of this faster choice of lunch stop. Just like he'd found the bright side

of

their heading to Brigit's hometown with neither warning nor explanation.
Yet Brigit remained quiet as they walked to the rickety picnic table that
comprised the outdoor seating, and quiet as they tucked into grilled chicken sandwiches
(no mayo for Ian, extra pickles for her). The view of the parking lot was uninspiring, he'd

give her that. But sun collected in his hair like warm hands running through it, and a
monarch butterfly bobbed between the cars and the sidewalk.

"What about local legends?" he offered, swirling his lemonade to dislodge the raft

of ice. "Any folklore I should google? You guys are near the mountains, you've got to
have a regional sasquatch."

Brigit took

a large

bite of her sandwich, her attention on a pigeon as it edged

closer from the trash cans. Ian wished for his camera. He'd get the light glancing off her
short hair, turning it a thousand shades of honey and amber. The sandwich poised with
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perfect teeth-marks in the bun. That tiny furrow between her brows as she watched the
pigeon sidle closer, and behind her, the wall of kudzu dripping down the concrete
interstate barrier.

Intruder, he'd call it.
"None that I can think of," Brigit said after swallowing.Her gaze flicked back to
him. "You've got ketchup."
He swipetl at l.he sitle of his nruulh she'd eyed, hea[ priukling beucath his skin. An
eighteen-wheeler pulled in behind their table with a squeal of metal and exhaust. With his
sandwich hand Ian waved away a fly that had landed on the rim of his lemonade cup. The
movement sent a scrap of lettuce soaring towards the pigeons; one picked it up, discarded

it, and hopped closer.

"All right," Ian said, because Brigit

had apparently said all she intended to say,

"guess we should hit the road. Another five hours to go.

If

I already want a nap."

some foolish part of him had hoped she might jump in with an offer to drive,

Ian didn't allow himself to linger on it. Or on Brigit's failure to pick up the hint. She'd
made it halfway across the parking lot by the time he'd bundled up his sandwich wrapper
and napkin, and was leaning against the driver's side door when he

finally gave up

looking for a recycling can for the lemonade cup.

Brigit held hers up as Ian approached,
find

a

a

hint of a smile tugging at her lips. "We'll

bin eventually." Ian dropped his cup into hers. This close, the rich, earthy scent of

the styling wax he'd bought her this past year overwhelmed the asphalt. Perhaps today
could be a day he leaned around Brigit to unlock the car, maybe with an answering joke,
something clever yet piercing about the environment-
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She pushed

offthe door and headed around the front ofhis car, footsteps

crunching on gravel, cups swinging by her hip, and god, he was an asshole.

Virginia brought rush hour. It took them almost fifty minutes to get through the
deadfall of Washington. Eventually, though, the scenery on either side of the road
changed from concrete and glass to pocket neighborhoods so well-groomed Ian could

practically smell the grass cuttings and the sweat of the men who looked like him,
strangers who would arrive at dawn in their dirt-encrusted trucks and who, once the heat

of the day had passed, would disappear once more.
"So this is NoVa?" he asked over the ebb and flow of NPR. ool,ives down to
expectations." Brigit didn't reply. Ian glanced over; she had her head against the window,
eyes closed. The plastic cups sat in her lap, jouncing slightly with the rhythm of the road.

Ian turned the radio off, adjusted his grip on the wheel, and focused on the taillights
ahead.

It wasn't unlike Brigit to make snap decisions that affected them both, but usually
she followed up

with

a reason. Ian

tried not to let her silence now annoy him, at least not

while she was asleep and couldn't defend herself. Not after her peace offering with the
cups.

At least they were out of Connecticut. So far Virginia didn't feel much better but

Ian had never been to Ellis Creek, so he allowed himself some optimism. Maybe råis
small, rural town would surprise him.

As late afternoon blurred into evening, the sun dripping long swaths of deeper
gold across the sky, [an's map app directed him off the interstate. A series of smaller
roads snaked towards the Blue Ridge Mountains, though autumn had turned them against

their name. Furious sheets of red and gold swept down towards the lowlands like fire.
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Brigit woke around the time Ian's

ears popped. "Where are we?" she asked on a

yawn.

"Last sign I

sa\ry

was for Montebello." Ian tapped his phone in its dashboard

holster, lighting up the map. Only with the bright glare of his screen did he realize lurw
dark it had grown outside.

It wasn't true night, not yet, but they had wound their way deep enough into the
mountains that blanketetl slopes blocked out Lhe sunset like either sitle of l"he Retl Sea.
The road was a curl of iron, a needle threading this massive tapestry together, and their
car was a tiny, lonesome insect on that needle.

'oWe'll be there soon," Brigit said, her voice raspy. Ian couldn't tell if she sounded
relieved or resigned or just tired. "Sorry I slept so long.o'

"I

had these pretty hills for company."

"Mountains."

"That's cute." Ian reached out and switched the radio back on, hlling the car with
static.

"Yeah," Brigit said, o'our hills block signal."

"I'll

give them points for effort." Ian reached for the radio again, then nearly ran

them off the road as a car with its brights on careened around the curve. "Shit!"
The car disappeared around a bend in the rearview mirror as Ian corrected back

into his lane, heart hammering against his ribs. There was no shoulder on this road, only a
steep dip and then a

wall of what could have been granite or limestone or shale, he

couldn't tell, he wasn't good at rocks, and oh, it didn't matter, did it? But Ian couldn't
stop the names from running through his head like images in a stop action
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film.

"Hey," Brigit said, and it was entirely possible that she'd said it once already.
"'We're okay. Slow down a little more if you want, turn the blinkers on. It's all right."
Her hand was on his arm. Her skin was warm, dry, the pads of her fingers slightly
rough against his forearm. Ian swallowed. Thankfully no cars were behind them, no one
to honk or flash their brights as he cut their speed from forty to thirty to twenty-five.

If this were a perfect world,

a

world without rules or expectations, he would stop

the car altogether and lie down on the ground until his spine conformed to the solidity

of

the earth. Instead Ian clenched and unclenched one finger of each hand at a time,

focusing on the minute tensions of pleather on skin, and timed his breaths to match.

"Want to pull over?"
'oNope." Ian eased back up to the speed

limit. Brigit removed her hand. Had he

snapped the word? Too late to worry about that now, except he would, of course. Just

another little doubt to swirl around inside his head, one horsefly in a swarm.
For a few long minutes, there was only the low static of the radio above the air
rushing past the windows like black water. The car smelled a bit like ketchup but mostly

like Brigit's hair, two scents Ian usually appreciated but which now combined to make
him queasy. Then they came around a downward-sloping curve and several pressures
released all at once: Ian's ears popped for a second time, the radio hissed into coherence,
and

Brigit let out

a hitched sigh.

Off to their left, framed by the ancient black lines of the

mountaintops, glimmered a perfect spoonful of lights.

His dimmed phone put Ellis Creek at fifteen minutes away, but the darkness and
Ian's unsettled pulse cast an illusory quality over the valley, as if someone had painted it
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for them. As if when they finally made it out of the mountains they'd hnd nothing but a
canvas wall.

"I wish we'd gotten here earlier," Brigit

said softly.

"It's beautiful

at sunset,

coming over this pass. I'd forgotten."
"We'11 come back up." Ian jabbed the seek button on his radio and NPR gave way

to plaintive piano underneath a woman's voice. Suddenly his chest felt tight again, but
not bad-tight. "I just put in the l"own, so you'll have to poinl. me towards wherever we're
staying tonight."

Brigit directed him with one-word murmurs off the mountain highway and onto

a

four-lane road that quickly went from unlit to smattered with streetlamps and the neon

glow of gas stations. Other cars bunched up at traffic lights, clusters of teenagers walked
along the sidewalk with hands in pockets and heads thrown back in laughter, and soon the
speed

limit dropped below thirty.
In what felt like an impossibly short amount of time, they'd gone from the dark,

wooded abyss of prehistory to a bustling pedestrian downtown. Strings of yellow holiday

lights connected the lampposts, and the streets Ian was currently inching along were
either cobblestone or old brick.
Every time they stopped at an intersection, noises filtered in through their rolledup windows: youthful laughter, a busker playing the saxophone reasonably well, more
voices roaring from a sports bar with all the windows open to the crisp evening breeze.
The town was alive with energy, and Ian drank it in as best he could.
"'Was that you?" he asked as they waited at a red light, nodding past

towards three kids climbing on a copper sculpture of a triceratops.
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Brigit

She smiled and tapped her knuckles on the window.

"I'll

have you know Steggy

and I were brilliant military tacticians in our day."

"Steggy?"

"I honestly don't remember why we called it that." Brigit laughed,

one short huff.

"Emma used to help me get on top. I'd be the general and she would be my ground
troops." Ian didn't dare look at her now. He kept his eyes on the little park, the small
brunette girl now dangling from one of the dinosaur's homs. "I remember sending her on
recon missions to the ice cream shop on
shots and

Mill Street,"

she continued.

"Or she'd call the

I would have to get as far as I could without anybody turning to look."

She lapsed into silence, and Ian risked a glance.

Brigit had her eyes on the

triceratops too, back of her hand against the glass, scraping at her thumb with her

forefinger nail. The light turned green, changing the tint of her face. She started. Ian
returned his attention to the road.

They wound up at a Super 8 Motel a mile or so north of the heart of downtown

Ellis Creek. Once they'd booked ¡ss¡¡5-6ÉJwo nights," Brigit had said before lan had
even reached the

counter-and deposited their backpacks and the camera equipment, Ian

excused himself to the bathroom while

Brigit fiddled with her phone on his bed.

After relieving himself and scrubbing his hands, he took

a moment

to splash his

face as well. The complimentary hand soap smelled like old lady perfume, both floral and
as though

it might disinfect

a wound,

but it was better than nothing. Spending whole days

behind the wheel made Ian feel perversely greasy, as though he'd been exercising for
hours instead of sitting on his ass.
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Fall had made itself at home in the world outside the Super 8, but in here Ian
could see summer in his cheeks, in the darker-than-usual brown of his arms. The man
behind the counter downstairs had seen it too. His blue eyes had scanned Brigit first, then
Ian, then back to Brigit's pale and freckled face. When she'd clarified that they needed
separate rooms the man's shoulders had eased

just

a

tiny bit. Or maybe he'd just turned

towards his computer and the shift in attention had shifted his posture as well.

"Dun'I do úils," Ian whisperetl [u his re{lcutiun. His anxie[y levels were up aftcr
the near-miss on the road, and the last thing he needed was to look for more reasons to
doubt himself.

"You hungry?" Brigit called through the bathroom door.
"Starving!"
"Well, get out here. My favorite dumpling place is open for fifteen more minutes
and

if we miss it I'll hold you personally responsible."
He gave his reflection one last stern glance, then dried his hands on his jeans and

headed out to enjoy

Brigit's return to a decent mood.
#

He woke with the sun. Ian rolled onto his back, wiping his mouth in case of drool,
and blinked up at the water stain in the corner of the ceiling. Then he pushed himself up

to sit and cracked his back-the Super 8 mattress had done what it could-before
checking his phone on the off chance that he'd slept past dawn. No such luck. Brigit

wouldn't wake for ai least another hour unless she'd set an alarm, which she hadn't
mentioned when they'd parted ways after dinner. Ian flopped back down, blocking out
the sunlight with a forearm, and groaned.
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Except no. This could be a good thing. A chance to get a feel for Ellis Creek by

himself, with his camera but without Brigit directing his focus and coloring his
interpretation of the town. Being here was an opportunity to add depth and backstory, to
strengthen emotional bonds between medium and viewer.

After

a

quick shower, he dressed in his usual nondescript outfit: dark-washed

jeans, a dark grey long-sleeved shirt, black sneakers. He felt better once dressed.
Protected. Or at least, less visible. Armed with his favorite lightweight camera, a Canon

XF-100 with high definition and a grip he had rewound in soft faux leather,Ian set out
into the cool morning air.

Ellis Creek in the morning smelled like crisp leaves and roasting coffee beans. Ian
followed that second smell to a cafe one block up from the motel, whose door was
propped open with a sizeable chunk of quartz. It wasn't quite eight on a Friday morning,
and the coffee shop was bumping. College students huddled over laptops with giant mugs

steaming into their bloodshot eyes, two middle-aged women in suits leaned against the
cream counter with phones out, and a small line of people moved steadily towards the
cash register. Ian stepped up to the end, camera

"Making

a

off but balanced on his shoulder.

movie?" asked the barista, a young black girl with a cloud of hair held

back from her face by a black-and-yellow bandana. She maintained eye contact as she
rang up his order, looking genuinely interested.

"A show. Don't wony, I won't film in here."
The girl grinned. "It would be okay if you did. I've always wanted to be on TV."

"No promises about TV," Ian said, and tipped the lens at her like doffing a cap.
"Maybe Amazon eventually."
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oo'Well,"

she said. handing over his change. "come

find me if you need an extra."

The warmth of this exchange stayed with him as Ian left the cafe, coffee in hand.
Suddenly the light seemed softer, almost buttery, and the air as fresh as if he were still up

in the Blue Ridge. He turned on the camcorder and started towards the downtown
corridor they'd inched through the night before.

A low bridge that had seemed to cross

a

void by night was now a charming arch

ovcr a creök, the water flowing untlenrual.h bruwn antl glittery in Lhe sun. Few cars braved
the surface streets, though Ian was one of several cup-wielding pedestrians in sight. Birds

twittered from dogwoods not yet entirely gone to gold, and roses snarled along the neat

little fenceposts that blocked off houses that had probably been designed two hundred
years before.

The coffee itself was fine, not outstanding but fine. Ian was almost glad of its

mediocrity, which helped dispel the sense of a fairytale town. He tried to imagine Brigit
as a

child, playing here. Running ahead of her parents on this same sidewalk, playing in

that creek, racing her sister for the dinosaur sculpture a few blocks down the road. The
images spooled out in sepia against the black screen of his brain but they all looked fake,

stock footage from someone else's life. He couldn't place her in those scenes. Not really.
Even the thought of little Brigit riding the triceratops, shouting for her troops to bring her
ice cream or bring her death-these pictures came easily in the way that stories came

easily, make-believe without the pressure of truth.

"Hey. Ðo you need something?"
Ian refocused his eyes on a woman with a blonde ponytail and crimson lipstick,
arms crossed, vine tattoos snaking around her pale wrists. She stood a few feet in front
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of

him, near the intersection where his sidewalk collided with the red brick pedestrian
walkway they'd crossed the night before, directly in line with his camera.

"Oh. Shit. Sorry." Ian slid the camcorder off his shoulder, trying to gauge how
long he'd been standing there filming this woman without speaking. He stopped himself

from taking a full step back, but only just. "I didn't mean to get you in that shot."
His pulse had picked up when she'd spoken and now Ian could feel his heart
drumming against the hard center of his breastbone. Brigit wouldn't say anything if this
turned into a situation but she would thinkthin5s, he would be able to see them in the
crease between her brows, the faint tension at the corners of her

lips-

"No worries," said the woman, and uncrossed her arms to pick something from
her eyelash before inspecting her fingertips. "Fuck. Too much mascara." She flicked an

invisible speck onto the sidewalk before moving around Ian, not pausing to remark,
"Coffee first, then filming, yeah?"

"Yeah," he agreed although she was already behind him, well on her way to
forgetting about this whole encounter. Ian tried to reclaim the bright, wholesome feeling
he'd brought from the coffee shop as he wandered along the pedestrian mall, filming
historically designated benches and brick storefronts that leaned against their neighbors

like drunken roommates after

a

night on the town. There was a worm inside his belly,

though, a dark little thread he couldn't quite excise.

If Brigit

had told him anything about why they were in Ellis Creek, anything at

all, he'd have been able to use this hour to do some research. Maybe see if there were any
topical locations that could benefit from a cheerful morning frame-up. That would have
been a useful way to

kill time.
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Not that this wasn't valuable too, the fresh air, the exercise... Besides, thrs was
the place her sister had died, the genesis of their entire premise. Whatever specifics had

convinced Brigit to come back now, it was too much to expect her to share them all on
day one.

Thebuzz of a call against Ian's hip bone was a welcome jolt. "Where are you?"

Brigit asked when he picked up. "I knocked."
"On [hc urall. Is that huw peuple say it?"
"Just like a local. Meet back here when you're done? Or I can come to you."

"No," Ian said, already turning back towards the road that would take him over
the bridge.

"I'll

grab breakfast. See you soon."

When he knocked on her door twenty minutes later with the camcorder in one
hand and a new coffee and a paper bag of pastries clamped in the other,

Brigit opened

before the second rap. The sight of her stopped his greeting in his throat. Dark circles
plunged her hazel eyes even deeper in her face. One side ofher hair stuck up in violent
spikes while the other was pressed flat against her skull. That was the only sign that she'd
slept.

Ian stared for a moment in silence before she grabbed the coffee with both hands
and turned away. The door swung shut automatically, and he barely caught

Brigit crossed to one of the double beds

as he

it with

a foot.

let himself in and closed the door behind

him, sitting and tucking her face towards the coffee cup. Her weight creased the white
coverlet, which re'rained every iuck and line from the turn-down service between tenants.
The other bed seemed equally untouched.
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It smelled like lemon cleaner in here,

as his

own room did, but Ian had also

contributed the complexities of a duffel bag of old clothes plus a wet towel over the
bathroom door. Brigit hadn't even unzipped her bag. She still wore the wrinkled blue top
and jeans of the day before.

the door, maybe
Yeah, god,

If he'd said something right away,

it would have been fine. Maybe

as soon as she'd opened

she would have smiled

wryly and said,

I should have htown I'd sleep like shit back here after all this time. Maybe

they would have talked about it, and he could have said he knew what she meant, that
every time he even considered going back to his hometown he had to swallow a panic
attack.

Instead Ian set the camera in the center of the free bed, then sat on the edge of the
mattress and unfurled the pastry bag. Brigit hadn't sipped her coffee yet. She was simply

sitting with it, breathing in the scent. "Croissant or danish?" he asked. She took a beat to
answer. That dark worm of unease wriggled in his gut, as

if to remind him it was still

there.

Then Brigit tipped her coffee cup up, hissed, swallowed, and stretched out her
hand for a pastry. The notch she'd scraped from her thumb in the car looked raw in the

fluorescents. "Danish, please. Eat fast. We've got a date."
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3: Brigit

After directing Ian onto the highway leading north, Brigit let the silence settle. He
concentrated on the road, and she concentrated on keeping her shit together.
She'd spent a few years in South Carolina, some in Massachusetts, one summer in

New York. Mountains and farmland, forests and sparkling lakes, the Atlantic Ocean
slapping beaches into dust. Beautiful spots, complicated cities. None of those places

could hurt her like this one.
The smell of it, driving. Grass and kudzu and bark and leaves, the sunlight thick
and molten, sliding down the windshield in sheets. Ian's car had an elderly ventilation
system that couldn't keep the outside out. Half-delirious from lack of sleep, the coffee not

yet active in her veins, Brigit was all too vulnerable to the memories this air brought
back.

Sitting next to Emma in their parents' sedan, heading home after a movie or a
musical event, Emma pinching her arm and then pretending it hadn't been her.

Driving north for one holiday or another, Brigit now in high school, rolling down
the window and turning her face into the wind so she couldn't hear her mother's tight

voice and her father's refusal to answer.
Groomed neighborhoods quickly gave way to forest, first thin and neat, then less
kempt. They were following the Dell as it grew from manicured to wild.

In another ten miles, the woods would relax into rolling green hills and, off in
their permanent gloaming, the Blue Ridge Mountains. Houses dotted either side of the
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road, but fewer and fewer as it narrowed. Soon they'd enter the no-man's-land where the

Dell ran wild.
Odd place to put a coffee shop. Odder place to meet. It seemed unnecessarily far
away from town, although that could be paranoia talking, and the fact that Brigit had

grown used to city living where you didn't have to congregate at the only coffee shop for
miles. They rounded another bend in the highway.

"Holy shit,"

she said. The two houses stood

thirty or so feet apart, one

a

car's

length from the road and the other nestled back at the edge of the trees. The siding had
gone from white to yellowish, peeling like a sunburn on each western face, but

everything else was intact. Parked in front of the house nearest the road was a small

Caterpillar excavator, its bucket tipped down and bashful.

"What's up?"

"My

dad built those." Brigit turned to the window as they passed, Ian slowing the

car. Sawgrass and late-blooming wildflowers had turned the houses into islands. "'W'e

called them Dollhouses because nobody ever lived there. There's no potable water out
here for miles. I can't believe they haven't been torn down."

A flash of white caught her eye, daning past a second story window.
She shivered, blinked, refocused. The pane was

thick with dust. You couldn't

see

through that if you pressed your face against it.

"Looks like someone's trying," lan said, easing his foot back onto the pedal and
caruying them away from the Dollhouses and their sly tricks of the iight.

Brigit caught a final glimpse of the back house in her side mirror, its peaking roof,
tiles sloughing towards the leaf-packed gutter. The chimney, somehow delicate now,
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made fragile by the fact that no one had ever used it. The first time she and Emma had
sneaked inside that house, a grackle had flown down the brick column and gotten stuck in

the empty living room. They'd ended up taking off their shirts-Emma in her plain
cotton bra, Brigit naked, screaming-and using them to usher the bird through an open

window. Fabric swooping like sails. She could still see the sticks in Emma's hair, could
feel the dried mud cracking against her skin as she shrieked and laughed.
Had Emma brought Alicia here too? Had that not been the first time her sister had
been topless in that silent house, with no one but the Dell to judge her? She and

Alicia

could have played the game too, although they would have made a different ending.

Brigit pressed the heel of her palm against her sternum, suddenly dizzy. She was
breathing like a dog, mouth open, shallow gasps. She rolled down the window and tilted
her face into the wind.

Not

a minute too soon, Ian parked and stood out

of the car. Before they'd reached

the Dollhouses he'd been quiet, contemplative. She'd seen him notice the untouched beds.
He would have chalked it up to nerve-induced insomnia. Brigit could imagine how it

would pick at him, that she hadn't told him she was anxious. Still, Ian waited for her to
come around the car so they could cross the parking lot together.

Aside from two other cars-a painfully dirt-spattered Ford Focus and a baby blue
Camry with too many air fresheners hanging from its rearview-the lot was empty. Trees
crowded in on two sides, with the two-lane highway at the third and a low, unassuming

building claiming the fourth. Fifteen years ago this had probably been an auto shop,
judging by the converted garage beside it that now boasted
lieu of a wall.
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a

floor-to-ceiling clear tarp in

Brigit paused at the front door. The unmistakable scent of gasoline lingered
around its concrete frame. "Hey," Ian said beside her, voice lower than it had been in the
car. "You good?"

"Just gearing up the ol' razzle dazzle." She pinned on a smile but he wasn't

looking at her face, and when Brigit followed his gaze down to her hand she saw the
scrape on her thumb had reopened in the car.

her nail. She wiped it on her jeans.

A bright bead of bloocl hung at thc top of

A fine line appeared by the corner of Ian's mouth, but

he reached past her without saying more, and gestured for her to precede him as he pulled
open the door.

Inside, the cafe was all open space dotted with tables, couches, and mismatched
chairs. Light piano music filtered in from invisible speakers, and the tiny kitchenette at
the back of the room emitted a solid scent wave of butter and sugar. A pretty barista in a

yellow print dress completed the ambiance. Aside from them and the barista, only one
other person was enjoying all this airy, surprisingly comfortable charm. A woman in a

bright red cap sat at a small table midway between the entrance and the counter, her back
to the front door. She held a mug in one hand and a cell phone in the other. A dark,
angled bob sliced across her nape below the cap.

Brigit breathed in slowly, exhaled. Then she raised her brows at lan, who lowered
the camera from his shoulder and patted the front pocket of his jeans.

Brigit nodded.

Without further discussion, they approached the woman in red.
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from her. Ian took the chair to her right, setting his camcorder on the table, and for a
moment all three of them were silent. Emma's long-ago ex-girlfriend had brown eyes,
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darker than lan's, the color of rich soil. Light brown skin, black brows, black hair,
unpainted lips. Her gaze on Brigit was steady as a forest pond.

Another flash of memory: sitting around the dinner table while her father, a few
weeks after Emma had introduced Alicia as her girlfriend, joked that she had exotic
tastes. Emma was always a storm of one kind or another, blowing in or out

of rooms and

whirling you around in her wake, but that night she'd frozenthe house. Ice lingered for
days.

"Alicia?" Brigit said now, holding out her hand. "Hi."
"Good morning." Alicia took her hand, gave it one firm shake, and smiled thinly.

"What's it been? Twelve years?"
"Probably longer. You were at school when I left. This is Ian Perez."
Ian leaned across the table to shake Alicia's hand, and Brigit had the sudden urge

to grab his elbow and yank him in front of her like a shield. She clenched her fingers into
fists below the table.

"Nice to meet you," Ian said as he sat back. "Bridge, you want coffee?"
"Yes, please."
"Be right back."
Both Brigit and Alicia watched him walk towards the coffee bar. Then Alicia
rested her elbow on the table and fixed

Brigit with

a stare that struck her as somehow

toothy. Assessing.
"Doss he see ghosts too?"

"He's the filmmaker. And he handles all the technical equipment. The EMF
reader, that kind of thing."
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Alicia took her time with
investigate the paranormal.

a nod.

"So. Brigit Weylan, all grown up and licensed to

"

"Not exactly." Brigit managed an easier smile than the one she'd given Ian, but
only just. She had thought it would be uncomfortable to sit vvith someone who'd met her

while Emma was alive, but that nausea had been academic. Nothing compared to the real
thing.

"I like

l"o

be up front with all

lry clicnts,"

she saitl, flexing her fitrgers on one

thigh. "This isn't formal investigatory work, and I don't have any kind of blessing from
any religious leaders. No degree in parapsychology, either. Just a gift I want to use to

help, when I can."

"And when the beneficiary has deep pockets."
"The meeting fee paid for our travel and lodging," Brigit pointed out. "You're the
one who set the price

if we decide to stay. I assure you, we've worked for free in the

past." Usually this lie came easy. There was something about Alicia's posture, though, a

cool confidence that fractured Brigit's own. She looked like a woman accustomed to
outlasting others. Some of these thoughts must have played across Brigit's face because

Alicia's smile shifted, taking on a sharper edge.

"I'd love to hear your origin story sometime. I don't remember any ghost-busting
in high school. But I'm glad you took my call."
Ian returned with two ceramic mugs filled to the brim, and his efforts to angle
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situated, he produced a slim tape recorder from his front pocket and set

it beside the

camera. From his back pocket, he retrieved a folded sheet of paper and a pen. "'We
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won't

use this without your consent," he said.

"A record of our conversations will help piece

together the details of your situation, and the more Brigit knows about what's going on,
the stronger her connection will be." Ian unfolded the paper to reveal a printed waiver,

sliding it towards Alicia with the pen. "If you're willing to be recorded now, please sign
where I've circled. We will need you on camera for the actual cleansing, so there's a
second

line-"
'oNo recordings, please."

Alicia looked briefly at Ian, who remained frozen for

a

moment before sitting back with the pen still in his hand. Then she returned the full

weight of her gazeto Brigit's face. o'Do you remember Elaine Markham?"

Brigit blinked. The name rang a distant bell, summoning vague memories of

a

cheerleading routine... a school play. .. She shook her head.
"She was a few years older than Emma so I suppose you would never have met
her in person." Alicia's expression seemed to harden further when she said Emma's
name, or maybe that was only

Brigit reading into the subtle knitting of her brows. It was

impossible not to take a scalpel to Alicia's every move, this stranger who owned
memories of her sister that Brigit didn't share.
"She lives downtown," Alicia continued, "with her husband and their daughter.

Lydia. I was a senior when she was born." She paused for a sip of coffee and Brigit
chanced a glance at Ian. He rubbed a finger across his right brow, one deliberate

movement, and they looked back at the older woman in silence.

"Last week Lydia disappeared. So did a boy she'd been seeing, James Mulroy.
They've been gone three days now."
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Ian dropped the pen beside his camera and blew out a breath. Brigit too felt
tension ease from her shoulders. Murder would mean suspects, small town intrigue
painted over the wrenching boredom of grief. Missing kids meant there was a chance
they could be found-and if they turned up dead, the people who needed someone to
blame would look at Brigit first. A thousand dollars wasn't nearly enough.

"Oh," she said, "Listen. I'm sorry if you got the wrong idea about what we do, but
Ian and I, we tlo¡1'1-¡¡issing people aren'[ really in our reperloire. If you think you have
some information that might help locate those kids you need to bring it to the police, not
a

psychic."

"I thought you might

say that."

Alicia crossed one leg over the other, revealing

sturdy black boots with mud caked in the treads. "The police know there's a connection
between Lydia and James but they don't care about the one

I hnd most interesting. That's

why I called you."

"Again," Ian started, already shaking his head, but Alicia raised one hand to cut
him off.

"Lydiawas having dreams in the weeks before she disappeared. She told James
what was going on, and the two of them started looking into what they might mean.

I

think those dreams are why they went missing. I say dreams, but it seems like only one.

A recurring nightmare." She turned her gaze towards Brigit, and the hairs along Brigit's
forearms rose. "Starring your sister."

#

"I don't want

any part of this," Brigit murmured, her arms folded tight across her

chest. She lowered them to her sides with conscious effort, breathing as evenly and
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deeply as her sports bra would allow. She and Ian stood by the far end of the cafe, angled
such that

Brigit could keep

an eye on

Alicia Nguyen without her being able to read their

expressions from across the room. The older woman sat drinking her coffee, free hand

scratching idly at the opposite forearm. Brigit wasn't fooled. Even if she broke for the
door right now, she'd bet good money that Alicia would beat her to Ian's car.

"'We're not that hard up," Ian said quietly. "'We can leave. You don't owe this
woman anything." He glanced towards Alicia, then dropped his voice further. "'We can't
help those kids. Who probably don't even need help! What if they did run off together,
and came up with this nightmare story to throw people off their tracks?" Ian gesticulated

with the camcorder, which he'd carried with him all twenty feet from the table as if the
barista might have swooped in and grabbed it. "Besides, how would she even know about
the dreams? What if she's the one making things up?"

Brigit nodded but she couldn't stop her gaze from darting back over towards
Alicia. Starring your sister. A shiver drew her arms back up, and this time Brigit held the
posture no matter how defensive it made her feel. "That'd be pretty fucking easy to

debunk."

"Do you want to just go?"
She did.

And she didn't. Despite her gulps of sugary air, Brigit tasted ash on her

tongue. Starring your sister. Shaking her head once, she put her hand on Ian's arm and
pushed lightly so he would take the hrst step back towards Alicia's table. Ian grabbed his
chair as they approached, tugging it around so he and Brigit would share a side.

They sat. The dark-haired woman slid her phone back into her pocket and looked
from one to the other. No one spoke. Ian twisted his whole torso towards Brigit, giving
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her the table and the choice of how to proceed. She pressed her hands between her
crossed thighs, suppressing another chill although the room was waffn. She'd have used

the coffee mug but Brigit was afraid her hands might shake. "Okay," she said. "'We're

listening."

Alicia considered them for

a moment

in silence, then sat forward. "This is

confidential. I need to know you understand that."
Ian nodded. "Go ahead."
"People in town mostly think they ran away together. The authorities haven't
started to treat

it like a real missing persons

case yet.

I disagree. If I'm right, what I'm

about to tell you directly relates to an investigation that's about to become a lot more
serious, and nobody knows this but me. So
papers,

if it were to get out somehow, show up in the

I would know exactly who to blame."
"We wouldn't sell your theory to the press." Brigit heard the note of disdain in her

own voice and reigned in her defenses, softening her tone with effort. "Say what you
called me here to say."

Alicia inclined her head, rested her elbows on the table with her fingers laced in
front of her chin, and did as Brigit had asked. \ilhen she finished several minutes later,
there was a prolonged beat of silence.

Brigit stared at Alicia but her mind was elsewhere,

having slipped back through the years as Alicia spoke.
White trees. Wind rising in the branches. A whisper of dead leaves. Darkness,
darkness, cold ground and the smell of mud.
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Her knees itched, the skin crawling underneath her denim jeans. Brigit's hip
throbbed where her body weight had pressed a curve of bone into the thin carpet of the
Super 8, where she'd woken that morning with one arm completely dead.
You want to be the Wild child, wild child? She swallowed and tasted loam.

"Well?" Alicia asked. "Can you help me or not?"

Brigit refocused her attention on the older woman's face. "No," she said.

She

pushed away from the table and stood, stabilizing herself with a hand on the back of her

chair. o'We can't. Ian, let's go."

Alicia let them walk away without argument. Brigit registered that she wasn't
getting up to follow, but mostly she was focused on getting outside into the cool October

air. She didn't stop until she reached Ian's car, where she rested both hands on the hood,
dropped her head, breathed in. Out. In again.
Footsteps approached. A shadow fell over the hood, clarifying her silhouette in
the metal. "Want me to beat her up?" Ian said.

"Tempting. Is she coming after us?"

"No." Ian's shadow slid away as he moved around the front of the car to unlock
the doors. He rummaged for a moment before returning with an open water bottle. Brigit

took it and downed half the rest.

Slowly the panic in her chest began to settle. She turned to lean against the car,
pressing the plastic against her face. Her palm told her it was cool, not cold, but it felt

like ice against her flushed cheek. "Thanks," Brigit said, her eyes on the cafe. Alicia still
hadn't exited.

"I don't think I should have

come back here."
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"Then let's go. You said northeast? I've got an application from Maine. A
haunted inn.

It sounds scenic

as

hell."

Dreams. Just the one. Brigit swallowed phantom grit, trying to find the right
words, but before she could, the cafe door swung open. Alicia's red hat caught the sun,

burning crimson across the tarmac, and Brigit shoved off the car.

"Yeah." She cleared her throat and slid into the passenger seat. o'Yeah, okay.
Maine it is."
#
Only once they were back on the road and heading towards Ellis Creek proper did

Brigit take another swig of water and speak. "You know about my sister."

"I am somewhat familiar."
"So..." Brigit stopped, gathered herself. It

was

just a story. She told stories every

day. "We had this game, kind of like tag meets hide and seek. V/e called it Wild Men."
Her voice faltered again, not a momentary break this time but a full stop. There was a

girl

with blond hair stuck with twigs. Brigit swallowed, though her mouth could barely
conjure the moisture even after all that water. "You get as dirty as you can." Herface so
muddy it was like a mask "Forest camouflage. The other person hides, and the Wild Man
seeks." Chasing her through the woods.
ooWhat

happens

"If she finds you, you have to run."

if you get caught?"

"You decide before each round." She smiled, reflexive. "Anything from giving up
your allowance to following orders for a day. Anyway, we played that game the night
Emma died. Out in the Dell. It was a11... it was like that girl saw."

"That dream might not have been real."
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'olan..." Brigit trailed off as her gaze drifted across the windshield ahead, past the
abandoned excavator and into the bluning fractal of trees. Her fingernails itched with

phantom mud. Ian hesitated, seeming to measure out his words, then shifted in his seat.

"All right. So this woman knew your

sister in high school. You said they dated,

right? But she never tried to get close to you after what happened, and then you don't
hear from her for over a decade. Now suddenly she calls you up with this story about

nightmares that exactly match this traumatic event from your past, one
no one knows about but you?" He shook his head.

that-in theory-

"I don't know. I don't know what I'm

suggesting, here. Maybe those kids aren't even missing at all."

"It would

be in the news, right?" Cold

fall air filled the car through her open

window, tinged with wood smoke from some backcountry chimney. To her right, the
second Dollhouse caught the sun and winked with vicious, blinding light.

"Could be. If nobody thinks they're in real trouble, maybe not. People hide
runaways all the time. Parents think it's embarrassing."

Brigit pulled out her phone, chewing on her lower lip. Three numbers into her
pass code and Ian shouted,jerked the wheel, and sent them careening
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offthe road.
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4: Ian

The car left the nonexistent shoulder in an endless swoop that couldn't have taken more
than seven seconds. Inches from impact with a massive red oak, Ian's head snapped

forward and back. The seatbelt cut a band of fire across his chest, the worst of the pain at
his right hip. Everything was loud, too bright-sunlight through the windshield, ragged
breaths, a mechanical ticking from somewhere beyond the dashboard. Ahead of them the
oak trunk broke the foreground at a strange angle. They'd tilted, the car had, they'd gone

down and up a short rise and then he had stopped them cold.
As he stared at the trunk, Ian considered anxiety. How it could paralyze you out

of nowhere and for no logical reason, an invasive force crawling through your veins to
colonize yow nerve endings, so when something horrible happened and tt failed to strike,
you entered a sort of out-of-body experience: the shock of functionality. He'd braked in

time. How had he braked in time?

A low noise cut through the ticking and all at once Ian was back inside his skin,
thrown against his bones like putty. "Brigit," he said, and unbuckled his seatbelt. More
pain in his neck, flaring down his spine as he twisted in his seat. She had both hands on
her thighs, fingers clamped above her knees. He made to reach across the center console

but she lifted a hand to the back of her neck and said, "Ow." Relief swept through him so

powerfully tears pricked at the corners of his eyes.
Then Ian remembered the girl.
He got himself out of the car, not bothering to close the door behind him as he
leaped up the grassy ditch at a pace his spine did not want to support. Ian tripped on the
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lip of asphalt, caught himself with the flat of one palm, and scrambled to the center of the
two-lane country highway.
The girl he hadn'r hit lay on her back, sprawled across the yellow dashed line

with her head turned away and dark brown hair curtaining her face. Dirt streaked her
white sweater and spattered her jeans from sneakers to knee. She was breathing. He could
see her chest

rising faintly, could hear the rasp ofoxygen entering lungs. A black and

orange butterfly drifted over from the grassy stretch on the other side of the road, its

wings burning in the clear light. It landed briefly on the girl's dark temple before bobbing
up and away.
Ian swallowed dryly. There was an odd smell in the air, a cold, peaty scent he

couldn't quite place. Carefully, heart jackknifing against his ribs, he reached out and
turned her head. Her hair slid down her cheek to reveal a young face, fifteen or sixteen.
Coppery skin, dark lashes. A fresh scrape on her cheekbone, tiny bits of gravel embedded

in the flesh, but other than that no blood gleamed in the sun.
"We have to get her out of the road." Ian started at Brigit's voice, jerking his
fingers away from the girl's face. Her head lolled back to the side. With a faint popping
sound from her knees,

Brigit sank down to her haunches beside him and reached out one

hand, but instead of touching the

girl

she stayed there, silent, fingers trembling

in midair.

"Bridge?" Ian asked. She didn't reply. Her lips were parted, eyes locked on the
dark stringy hair, the slack jaw. As carefully as he'd touched the girl in the road, Ian
placed his hand on Brigit's wrist and guided her arm back towards her knees. She inhaled

sharply at the contact, eyes flicking up to his and away, then moved around to grip the

girl's ankles.
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"Get her shoulders."
Ian hooked his hands beneath the girl's armpits, hissing at the flare of pain in his
spine as he settled his weight on his heels. Brigit's mouth was a grim line. She made no
sound as they heaved the girl up between them and staggered back to the car.

They lowered her onto the grass beside the back wheels and Ian straightened,
cracking several vertebrae, and pulled out his phone. Something was beeping, loud and
insistent. The car. His door, open. Ian punched in the number as he made his way around
the back of the car and down the short slope to close it.
'oHi there," he said when the responder picked up, and nearly lost his train

of

thought at the sheer stupidity of that greeting. o'I need an ambulance to... Brigit, what
road is this?" She didn't answer.

"Where are you coming from, sir?"
Ian jogged back around the car and found

Brigit on her knees.

She wasn't

touching the kid, just staring down at her with one hand up to block her nostrils. As he
watched in silence, phone clamped against his ear, she lifted her gaze to the forest on the
other side of the road.

"IJh." A line of tension split Brigit's brows like a fingernail pressed into her skin.

"A

cafe that used to be a garage. We're on whatever highway runs north, about five miles

out of downtown."

"Route 20," Brigit said roughly, getting to her feet. "Tell them we're a couple
miles south of the Ruritan." Ian realized his elbows were shaking. Already there was
tightness in his chest, a nervy awareness of each breath. Once the responder confirmed an
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ambulance would be dispatched immediately, Ian slid his phone into his pocket and

winced.
He lifted the hem of his shirt and found that the seatbelt had practically fused the
hem of his jeans with the top front arch of his hip, embedding the knot of belt loop into

his skin with enough force that it was already turning purple. He could feel his pulse
down there, throbbing away too close to the surface.
o'You

okay?" Brigit asked. She'd taken up a spot against the trunk of his car,

which, at its current angle, allowed her to rest her hips against the bumper.
"Yeah. I mean, no. I almost hit her." Ian joined Brigit against the car, not wanting
to let the girl out of his sight but unable to stay too close to her. That smell, like compost.
"She ran out of the trees and I almost fucking killed her, Bridge."

"But you didn't." She licked her lips, which were unusually chapped, and
sidestepped closer to him so their shoulders touched. "You handled that shit like a pro.

I

would have put us into a tree."
He smiled, helpless to stop it entirely. Brigit hadn't dropped her gaze from the
woods but now she crossed her arms over her chest. Her knuckles brushed, then pressed,
against his upper arm. Firm contact. Deliberate. Something turned behind Ian's ribs. He

wanted to put his arm around her shoulders. He wanted to take her hand and hold it hard
enough to hurt. Instead he stood beside her, painfully focused on the warm impressions in

his arm, until sirens sliced the air to ribbons.

#
The EMT who recommended they follow her to the hospital had a nose stud
shaped

like

a

tiny silver rose. It stood out against her dark skin. Ian did his best to pour
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his attention into that gleam as she gave Brigit the same cursory check she'd given him.

Behind the three of them, two more EMTs lifted a stretcher into the back of the
ambulance.

"You'll

be inclined to brush this

off," the woman said, her Blue Ridge drawl not

disguising the sternness of her tone, "but trust me, you don't want to wake up tomorrow

with your arms half numb because you didn't go see

a doctor

today." Sunlight glinted

off

her stud. The girl in the road wore shoes caked with mud. Ian couldn't feel anything now
but the places his body ached.

"Hey," the EMT said, and Ian refocused on the foreground. "Come with. Get
yourselves checked. They'll tell you how she is if you wait."
She looked from Ian to

Brigit with

an expression like

pity, or resignation. The

police who'd arrived with the ambulance had only spent a few minutes with them, one

officer out of three, but Ian still had to swallow a shudder of unease at the look on her
face. What

if they decided he had hit the kid? But no. That was impossible. There were

no wounds.

"Come on." Brigit touched lan's arm just above his elbow. She was back again,
whatever icy distance had removed her from herself seemingly erased by the hustle and
noise of the ambulance and the quick, professional requests from the EMT. Turn your

headfor me. Lift both arms.
As Ian walked to the driver's side of the car to see if they'd be able to back out of
the ditch without assistance, he caught sight of the padded duffel buckled into the
backseat and wished with sudden urgency that he'd captured the

even; it would have been enough to use his phone.
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girl on film. Not video,

Ian climbed into his car and pulled the door shut hard, nearly catching the side of
his foot. Brigit joined him. They buckled their seatbelts in silence and then Ian sparked
the ignition, easing his foot onto the gas the way he'd navigate a patch of black ice:

slowly but firmly, teeth clamped down on the inside of his lower lip. He felt Brigit
watching him, her gaze a light touch on the side of his jaw. But when he cheated a
glance, she had her head against the seatback, eyes closed, her posture

stiff

as his own.

"Are we going to the hospital?" Ian asked as he levered them back onto the road.
His hands clenched on their own, a reflexive spasm that went all the way up to his
shoulders and caused a second flinch of pain.

"I think we should go to the hospital."

"Then let's go to the hospital."
"We don't have to. I'm not that banged up. Are you banged up?"
"'We can go."

"They probably won't even tell us anything.
She probably

I'll

bet they have rules about that.

just wanted to protect herself, some kind of liability thing, like how 9-1-1

operators have scripts."

"Ian," Brigit said. Her hazel eyes shone like gold-veined stones in water. "It's
okay. Let's go to the hospital."
Ian set his shoulders back against his seat and blew out a breath, staring straight
ahead. The monarch butterfly danced across the road where

it was joined by another, this

one smaller and pale yellow.

Behind the car, the ambulance turned its siren back on. He and Brigit both

jumped, rocking the car, then watched it peel around them to continue up the highway
towards Ellis Creek. Ian cast his eyes right, met Brigit's again. She quirked her brows just
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hair, and he sank his foot onto the gas. He would have gone either way. It was just more

convenient

if

she agreed.

They drove in silence for five or so minutes, Ian unable to wrench himself above
the speed limit, before Brigit said, "Mind if I hit the radio?"

"Do it." His heart still beat too quickly, maybe. Maybe not. Music would be good.
The car filled with grainy guitar and a soulful male voice, classic rock by way of
Appalachia, and Ian allowed it to carry him all the way to the hospital. There was no

university in Ellis Creek, no mines or mill or other piece of infrastructure large enough to

justify

a proper hospital. The ambulance turned

building, only two stories tall, more like

a

into the parking lot of a long, low

high school than a medical facility.

Ian's spine twinged as the car came to a halt. Climbing out hurt more than

climbing in. Brigit contained any visible winces but they both took their time crossing to
the entrance, and it was just as well. He hadn't been inside a hospital since his early
twenties, but the minute they walked inside, every single one of those years peeled away.
Fluorescent lights clashed with gentle pastel walls. The air carried a cocktail of

disinfectant and artificial lavender, either room spray or the perfume of one of the women
behind the walled-off nurse's station. Beyond closed doors, intercoms rang and muffled
voices rolled in a soft current. Recycled air sent a wave of gooseflesh down his arms, and
the place where his back right molar should have been throbbed with sudden phantom
pain.
He had a reason to be here. A good one. It was okay for him to be here right now.

After accepting two clipboards from

a

bored-looking nurse, Ian and Brigit

lowered themselves down into plastic chairs bolted against one wall and filled out their
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paperwork without speaking. A few minutes later, a young woman in pale blue scrubs
came to collect the forms. When she pursed her lips in sympathy and said, "Whiplash. No

fun," Ian managed

a smile. He almost asked about the

girl but the nurse had already

turned away.
They called Brigit in first, forty or so minutes after they'd arrived, which seemed

unfairly long considering they were the only patients waiting. She knocked her shoulder
lightly against Ian's before getting to her feet and disappearing to the left of the nurse's
station. He closed his eyes, doing his best to hold his posture without tensing any
muscles, and cycled through the footage he'd recorded that morning. Red leaves tumbling
across the bridge: keep. Students laughing over coffees as they turned onto the pedestrian

bricks: keep. White-blonde hair and red lipstick, arms crossed, suspicious eyes: discard.
"IanPerez?"
He opened his eyes to find an older man with creased dark skin and a head so bald

it reflected the light, dressed in navy scrubs and a smile. Ian followed the nurse through
swinging doors, down a quiet hallway several degrees warmer than the entrance, and into
a small examination room.

No more lavender in here. As the nurse took his vitals, the

familiar smell of antiseptics snuck into his mouth, the little spaces between his teeth. The
right side of his jaw ached again, deep in the gum. God, he hated hospitals.

A painting of

a sushi platter hung on the

sushi-nigiri? Fish over rice, some with

wall opposite his raised cot. Or not

a translucent sheet

of green nori beneath. When

the nurse left him alone, Ian squinted at the painting: salmon, ahi, yellowtail, mahi mahi.

The shades of pink ran from bubble gum to Brigit's fingerprints to the deep, forbidding
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reddish-purple of rosewood. The door opened and he jerked backwards on the cot,

crinkling the paper and wrenching his spine

a

few degrees off kilter. "Ow."

"Yep," said the doctor. She was older than the nurse who showed Ian into the
room and took his initial vitals but not by much, with a face that made Ian think of the
mother of a high school friend of his, the mother everyone knew would stock the fridge

full of coconut water whenever her son threw aparty

and wouldn't ask questions

of

anyone who spent the night. Glancing down at the clipboard in her hand she continued,

"So you're the one who found her."
Queasy

rills churned in his stomach. "Kind of." He held himself still

as the doctor

approached and placed her hands at either side of his jaw, fingers gentle but firm. "We

were driving and she ran out of the woods. Is... Was it the girl they're looking for?"

Lydia. Last name something with an M. But if he said her name, would the doctor feel his
pulse pick up? Her hands were cool against his throat. She smelled of sweat beneath
deodorant, a faint but not unpleasant musk.

"Yes. Does this hurt?" The doctor tilted Ian's head to the left, supporting the
opposite side of his skull at the curve of his jaw. It definitely did.
'oA

little."

She released him and peered directly into his eyes, her gaze so sudden and

piercing that Ian froze. "That may leave a mark but I think we'll make do with a

butterfly." Ian's bafflement must have shown on his face because the doctor smiled and
touched the skin above his brow. "You've cut yourself. Right here." Her gloved fingers
were light but lan's forehead flared with enthusiastic pain. She lowered her hand. "Shock

is a hell of a drug."
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"I don't know how that happened."

Ian touched the pain's locus, stared down at

his fingers: tacky red. "Am I okay?"

"You're fine. I'd like to pop you over for

an

MRI to check out that spine, but

that's up to you." The doctor crossed the small room and began rifling through the inlaid
shelving above a countertop.

"If your insurance situation is such that you'd rather skip

the added fees, I'11 get this forehead taken care of and set you up with a stretching routine

you'll need to go through for the next few weeks."
She turned back with a small, white square between her thumb and forefinger,

which she shook at him like a spray of holy water.
o'And I mean every day, twice aday. No skips. But
can make sure there isn't damage

I can't

see.

I'd really like that MRI

so we

Tilt your head for me, there we go."

Ian let her clean his forehead with the gauze pad, a muscle jumping deep in his

jaw. Again that twinge from

a

wound long healed. He could afford the MRI. He'd

budgeted his savings for another year of funding the show, but there was another account

for healthcare if he could bring himself to use it. Was Brigit receiving a similar
proposition in her own sterile box? If so, he knew what she would say.

o'I'll take the stretches. Will someone tell me if the girl we found is going to be all
right?"
"Vy'ell," the doctor said, producing a butterfly bandage from the pocket of her lab
coat and pressing it carefully above his brow, "that depends."

"On what?"
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"On if she is." The doctor, whose name Ian suddenly realized he didn't know,
backed away and snapped the latex glove off her right hand.

"All right. Go on out to the

front and Kev will get you sorted."

At the nurse's station Ian paid with his debit card, wincing at the bill with equal
parts annoyance and relief. More expensive than he'd like, but not so bad he couldn't use
his own money. He would have tried to cover Brigit's too but she was nowhere to be
seen, not waiting in the plastic chairs in the center of the room or along the wall. Nerves

pounded up and down his spine, finding all his newly vulnerable spots. Had she been hurt
worse than he'd thought? Ian recalled how she'd kneeled by the girl, still as a captive
image. She'd seemed well enough physically, but it was like the doctor had said. Shock

could mask all manner of wounds.
"Excuse me," he said, attempting to regain the attention of the nurse behind the

plastic panel. 6cFI¿s-"

"Hello,"

a soft voice interrupted Ian from behind. He turned to see a woman six or

seven years his senior, with dark hair pulled up in a messy bun and tired, deep-set eyes.

Beside her stood a man whose muscle had begun to go but whose bone structure Ian

would have liked to photograph. "Are you the driver?"
His heart tripped, but he nodded. "I'm Ian." Without another word, the woman
stepped forward and pulled him into a hug. She started

gentle-he'd

seen her gaze dart to

the stitch on his forehead-but quickly tightened into a fierce embrace.

Uncertain of how to escape without causing offense, Ian circled his arms loosely
around the stranger's back. He inhaled the scent of her unwashed hair as she murmured
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something unintelligible into his shoulder, then said it again. This time he heard, "Thank

you." A cliff collapsed inside his chest, and Ian's hug turned real.
After another moment they released one another, but the woman only took the
smallest step away.
seamlessly.

ooThis

"I didn't

"I'm Elaine Markham."

She reached a hand back and the man took

it

is my husband, Todd. Thank you for saving our daughter."

save her," Ian said through the lump in his throat. "Vy'e

just..." He trailed

off. Didn't hit her? Waited by the road? Followed her here to do nothing of use? Lydia's
father shook his head once, releasing Elaine's hand to rub once at his jaw. In the hard

light of the hospital waiting room, his eyes shone wet.
o'Thank you," he echoed, voice hoarse.
"When she wakes up

we'll make sure she

knows your name."

No,lan wanted to say, the impulse sudden and shockingly intense. Don't tell her.
Don't tell anyone. They hadn't meant to find Lydia. They'd meant to collect

a paycheck

and run, and now shame was a feverish animal crawling into his lungs. He swallowed

hard against it, nodded, and pressed his lips into something he could only hope looked

like a smile.
Before anyone else could speak, the doors behind Lydia's parents swung outward.

Brigit strode into the waiting room. Her gaze found Ian at once, but her expression stayed
aggressively blank as she sidestepped Lydia's parents and grabbed Ian by the elbow. He

didn't struggle, too startled and drained to even try, only turned his head to make some
kind of goodbye to the Markhams. Ian's voice failed him at the sight of Alicia, speaking
quietly to Elaine, with one hand up beneath her coat to reveal the black grip of a holstered
gun.
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Hey Li, GUESS WHAT? Dad's picking B up today. lVant to hit the Dollhouses?
lMe can

partake in some illicit

behavior...

Winkwink.

Maybe. Are you going to talk about that stupid game the whole time?

I thought you liked

my games

Thought that one wasn't yours. Also thought you had an appointment after
school. Your dad must think so, anyway.

Are you mad at me or something?
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Are you skipping again?

Okay, welL luckyou too.

Em. You said you'd go. You said you'd tell me if you started feeling like you
didnot want to.

Jesus Christ, Alicia, don't make this about you. Not everything in the whole
is about you.

I'm not making it about

me.

I'm sorry.
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Please

don't be pissedr l'm just

world

5: Brigit

"Alicia's

a cop?" Ian asked before

they'd even made it into the parking lot.

"Try the fucking lead detective."

Brigit didn't release his arm until they stumbled off the sidewalk and onto
blacktop. She heard him exhale when she finally let go, and distantly registered the ache

in her own fingers. Like the strain in her neck and the chilly air that turned every bead of
sweat on her brow to ice, this slight discomfort was nothing compared to the rising hum

of panic.

"Brigit," Ian said, falling behind

as she beelined towards his car. "What did she

say?"

"I'll tell you in the car. Better yet, I'll tell you over drinks. Strong ones. Right
now."
They stopped at Tim's Tavern, the first bar with people they could see through the
windows. As Brigit and Ian crossed the threshold, silence fell over the low-ceilinged
room as heavy as the smell of beer batter. She looked down at herself, abruptly certain
she'd gotten blood on her shirt when she'd leaned over

Lydia-but

there was nothing, no

sign of how she had spent her afternoon aside from the white paper hospital bracelet
around her left wrist. When she lifted her gaze, the normal sounds of the bar seeped back

in: low murmurs and laughter, clinking dishware, a soccer game playing on the television
above the liquor shelf. Nobody was looking at them. Ian wasn't even standing beside her

anymore. He'd found them a booth in the back of the room and was now hovering beside

it, watching her with

a

faint frown pulling at the butterfly stitch above his brow.
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Which she hadn't even asked him about.
She'd noticed the cut by the side of the road, but his eyebrow had caught the

blood and it had coagulated by the time the paramedic had finished checking him over,
and she'd just.. . forgotten. "Is your face okay?" Brigit asked after sliding past him into
the booth. Ian sat down once she was settled, one side of his mouth tugging up. \ilarmth

kindled at the sight, confirmation that he was all right and that she still held the power to
draw out that unintentional smile.

"Yes," Ian said. 'oMy face is okay."

A server approached,

a

girl with a heart-shaped face who looked barely old

enough to serve drinks. "What can

I get you?" Brigit asked for a pale ale and a whiskey,

something cheap enough for her limited cash but not so poisonous she couldn't drink

it

neat.

"Make that two," Ian said. 'oOr four, I guess." He turned a fuller smile on the
waitress, but she didn't retum it. Her greenish eyes glanced off his face like chips

of

limestone, gaze skittering towards the door even as she jotted down their order.

"Coming right up." The girl pivoted on her heel and left. There

\ryas a

rip in

Brigit's pleather seat cushion, and an upturned comer of sharp material dug into the
bottom of her thigh. She focused on that petty discomfort, submerging herself in it as
deeply as she could. Two heartbeats in, Ian leaned his elbows on the table and raised his
brows as if about to speak, but cut himself off with a light hiss of pain.

"4h." He lifted a hand to his forehead, fingertips hovering just above the bandage
"I take it back. That's going to get really annoying, really fast."
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"Just picture the scar," Brigit said, and closed her eyes. The bar smelled familiar,

like being inside of an overworked grill. When she opened her eyes, her stomach had
calmed and the waitress was approaching with their drinks on a small round platter. Ian
snagged his rocks glass just in time to save

it from sliding onto the table.

"Shit," said the younger woman. "Sorrl'." She managed a shaky laugh that
stopped midway through, then spun and hunied off. They watched her go.

"Does she seem nervous to you?" Ian asked.
"She's young. Maybe she knows the missing kids." Brigit pinched the bridge of
her nose.

"All of these people

are going to know about

Lydia soon. Which might not be

great for us."

Ian took a moment before replying, gaze dropping to his hands.'When he spoke
his words were measured. "So. The lead detective. Does she know what we really do?"

"Not yet, but how hard is it going to be for her to figure it out? She told me her
call was off the books, so at least the rest of the cops don't know. Only, now that we
found one teenager..."
o'How

about the other."

Brigit nodded and knocked back half her whiskey. "Do you know what kind of

jail time you get for fraud? That wasn't rhetorical. I can't remember."
"Maybe it'll just be damages," Ian said. "My father would love that." She looked
at him sharply but his eyes were still on his pint, so dark in the bar's dim lighting they
seemed more black than brown.

Brigit thought of Alicia's obsidian

gaze

oî her in the

hospital, when she'd walked into the examination room and ordered the doctor to step out
so they could chat.How the older woman had waited, patient as a folded blade, as
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Brigit

argued that they'd had nothing to do with Lydia running out of the Dell at just the right

time in just the right place.
The alcohol had finally begun to diffuse into her bloodstream. Brigit held a sip of
beer on her tongue until the ftzzturned into fire. Ellis Creek was starting to seem less like
a

town and more like a fence. Today she and Ian could stand on their tippy-toes and peer

over the top, spitting distance of the world they'd driven out of the day before, but there
was someone on the other side of that fence. Building it up. V/alling them in.

"The funny thing is," she said without really meaning to speak, "I do need that
money now. I didn't budget for a trip to the ER."

"I

was going to cover you."

"I don't want you to cover me." This forced his gaze to hers and if there was
something greedy in her, pleased, Brigit ignored it. "I don't want you risking anything
because of me."

"Brigit..."
"Stop." He did. They drank.
She'd wanted his attention, but lan's soft expression made her skin itch. Brigit
planted her palms on the sticky table between them and levered herself up an inch. She
kept her spine as straight as possible, shifting closer to the wall and off the broken piece

of cushion. As she rearranged herself at a gingerly pace, maybe more so than was strictly
necessary, Ian got cozy with his whiskey. Better. Worse, too.

At least her knees still hurt where they'd bounced off the dash, and her hip ached
from waking up on the floor that morning. Those pains helped a little, but no physical
discomfort in the world would stop her chest feeling tiny and heavy and wrong.
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"W'e can't help her."

"Alicia?"
"Lydia,"

she clarified.

"Or James. Or Alicia, for that matter. I can't do anything

for any of them."
Neither spoke for a moment. Then longer. Long enough to bring their waitress
back with two food menus, although she vanished before either Ian or Brigit could move.
Ian picked one up and focused on the sheet. "She really was missing, though," he said

without looking up. Brigit nodded, waiting him out. It didn't take long. "So... should we
talk about the dreams?"
She ran a finger around the rim of her glass, then picked up her menu and scanned

it without retaining any of the words aside from the giant Special!!! Fries with Garlic at
the top. "Maybe they happened. Maybe they didn't. What more is there to say?"

Bullshit, she would say if he tried that on her. Deflection.Ian hummed a
noncommittal noise behind his menu, and Brigit had the sudden urge to sweep her glass
onto the floor. She could hear the crash, could practically see the shocked whites of his
eyes. Instead, she sighed and dropped her menu. It coasted over the tabletop, nearly

gusting off the edge before she caught it with the flat of her hand.

"Let's get some food."

She twisted to search for their waitress. 'oWe'll

think better

when we're fuII."

After

a

mostly silent meal of chicken fingers for Brigit and

a

burger for Ian, she

downed her metallic-tasting water and set the glass down a little too hard. Ian watched
her, visibly struggling to choose his words, and her phone buzzed with an incoming call.
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She

quickly checked the screen. and everything stopped. The bar noise. The vibrating

phone. Everything except the slow, sick thudding of her pulse.
She knew that number by heart.

It was the first she'd ever memorized.

Dimly, from miles or galaxies away, Brigit's palmbuzzed

as the phone rang

again. Her thumb moved to the Accept Call button without her permission. Pressed down.
She held the phone to her ear, her eyes locking on lan's. He looked confused, not scared,
and that helped her speak calmly.

"Hello?"

"You have to come back," Emma said from their childhood landline. 'oYou
promised."

Brigit couldn't reply. Something stung at her

eyes, not the tear glands but farther

back, a piercing pain from all the way inside her skull.
Her sister's voice wasn't familiar like the voice of a real person you know and
love. It had the quality, rather, of a commercial or a childhood cartoon. An illusion boring

into Brigit's neurons like those tropical insects that tunnel through your ears to your
brain.
She swallowed. Her throat was sandpaper. Everything hurt.

"Emma." Had she said the name or only thought it? Ian was frowning. Brigit

couldn't look away from him, couldn't move at all. One layer of her mind focused

so

intensely on his face that she could count the dark freckles dusting his olive cheekbones.
The only good things his Irish side had given him, he joked once. The rest of her knew
nothing but the voice in her ear.

"What I say goes." She sounded thin and cold as October wind. "You promised,

Wild child."
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r6Jss-" Brigit licked her lips and tried again

when the words cracked against her

tongue, crumbling before they left her mouth. "Don't call me that."
There was no response. Another sound came over the line, something harsh,
almost like static but with more substance. Like dirt being scraped across the mouthpiece,
or as though the phone were being dragged along the ground. Brigit strained to hear.

"Bridge. Brigit. What's happening? What's wrong?" Ian had transitioned from
worry to alarm, and this volume spike broke her focus. Without thinking Brigit hung up,
then dropped the phone like it was something dead.
"Excuse me. I'm sorry." The whiskey and beer had hit her harder than she
expected. When she made to stand, she stumbled against the side of the booth and caught

herself awkwardly, hissing at the wrench in her neck. She pushed away, ignoring Ian's
steady stream of questions, and walked quickly toward the neon bathroom sign at the

farthest corner of the bar. No other women were waiting at the door. Thank god. She'd
have done something stupid.

Brigit pushed inside

a

dimly lit bathroom covered in graffiti and papered-over

band posters. Crumpled paper towels spilled out of the trash can onto the floor, but the

toilet itself was clean. Automatically she unzipped her pants and sat, then covered her
eyes with the heels of her palms. Black and red spots overtook her vision as she pressed

down. "Get your shit together. Get your shit together right now." Brigit pulled her hands
away, smearing wetness from her eyes, and clenched her fists atop her thighs.
That didn't happen. Any of it. Not the scent memory of a cold dark spot in the
woods that had grabbed her by the throat when she'd first leaned over Lydia. Not the
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accusatory quiet of the bar when they'd walked in. And sure as hell not the phone call

from a girl sixteen years in the ground. But if it didn't happen..

.

There had been voices in the hallways of her high school. More in the dark of her
room.
You know why she did it, right?
Why does any eighteen-year-old

kill herself?

Because she was crazy. Your sister was crazy and so are you.

But the dreams. The dreams. Lydia saw something in the woods before Brigit
even returned to Ellis Creek.

Something is wrong with this town, Alicia said in the sterile hospital hallway. At
the time, Brigit had wanted to shove her into the wall and run. Now she clung to those

words, fingers digging into the bare meat of her thighs, pathetically dull in their edges.
Nightmares.

Starring your sister.
#
There was another whiskey waiting for her when Brigit returned to the booth. Ian
looked up from his phone as she approached, and with one finger pushed hers across the
table while she slid back into her seat. Its screen was black and locked. She took a sip

of

whiskey. Coughed. Drew a ragged breath and pulled up her call history before the burn
dissipated. The latest call logged was from Alicia, yesterday morning. "Fuck,"

Brigit

said. Then again,loudly enough that one of the men watching the soccer game glanced

over from the bar.
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A fresh bout of tears pricked her eyes. She dashed them away with her free hand,
refreshing her call list as though her family's old phone number would suddenly appear.

"Brigit," Ian said, "please. I have been freaked out over quota today. What's
going on? Who was that?"

"No one." The answer came too fast,

a

protective reflex she couldn't control.

Brigit put her phone down and rubbed her neck with both hands, and then a laugh burbled
r

p. "You know what they say about going back."
"What?"

"I think it's Thomas Wolfe? You can't go home again. Except

he was talking

about capitalism and Nazis." She wasn't making any sense. She hated not making any
sense. She wanted to

lie down. She wanted

a massage. She

wanted-

o'Let's go.
You and

me, right now. I would like to evacuate this fucking town."

Ian frowned, brows furrowing. The bandage tugged at his skin. "You're really not

going to tell me who just called you?"
Something hard and heavy pressed onto her lungs. He was looking at her like
she'd slapped him, and now Brigit wanted to do it for real. Anything to make him stop

watching her like this, stop digging at her, stop expecting something fair. She should
have broken the pint glass.

'No,"

she said.

"I'm really not."

Frustration and hurt spilled all over his face. Anger flared beneath her collarbone,

tingling and delicious next to the dread congealing the rest of her. She could imagine his
voice going dark, that rare and jagged tone she'd heard him use once or twice on the
phone but never with her. She could even picture the words: What the fuck, Brigit?
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Say it, she challenged, unblinking. Come on, you coward. A muscle jumped in his

jaw. Then Ian pulled his wallet out and dropped a handful of bills on the table before
sliding out of the booth.

"All right,"

he said, his tone giving nothing away. "Let's go back to the motel.

I

think we could both use a shower."

Brigit left her whiskey half-drunk and followed Ian outside, her chest still hot but
her mouth

full of ash. It choked her, stilled her tongue, buried even the ghost of I'm

sorry. She knew in her head she should apologize, at least make an effort, but it was
impossible to focus on Ian's feelings when her own were screaming around her chest like
a dust storm. Maybe a shower

would help. It might erase the feel of latex gloves on her

skin, or the smell of antibacterial soap and beneath it, the stench of dark, loamy mud on
that girl's jeans. At the motel, Brigit could brush her teeth and floss until she spat blood.
Fifteen wordless minutes later, though, as Ian pulled into the parking lot of the
Super 8, they both caught their breath with an audible hitch. Waiting for them in front

of

the potted planters by the entrance was a bright red, dirt-spattered Ford Focus.

Inside the motel lobby, Alicia Nguyen leaned against the reception counter and
chatted amiably with the clerk. She didn't turn as

Brigit and Ian entered, instead allowing

the younger woman to finish her sentence before giving the counter a light slap and

pivoting smoothly towards the door. "Brigit. Ian. I'm sure you're exhausted so I thought

I'd

save you a

trip to the station."

"'W'e are."

Brigit used her last reserves of patience to smooth the edges from her

tone. "Is there something you needed right now or can it wait? I was hoping for a shower.

I have

a

thing about hospitals," she added. "Something traumatic from childhood."
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Alicia's bland smile flinched, but only just. "I'll be quick. Mind if we take it out
of the lobby?" The older woman included them both in her appraisal, her expression
pleasant and unreadable.

Ian shifted beside Brigit, enough to brush her elbow with his. "Sure. Come on

up."
#
Ian let them into his motel room without apology for the open backpack spilling
clothes onto the floor or the half-finished bag of chips on the bed. Crumbs trailed towards
the bathroom, where a towel hung haphazardly

off the door. It was a talent of his, this

ability to come into any space for even the smallest amount of time and make it feel lived
in. Brigit's room wouldn't require anything of the maid service beyond a change of
sheets. As the door clicked shut behind Detective Nguyen,

against the desk.

Brigit and Ian formed rank

Brigit's headache hadn't dissipated, the pain

a constant grinding hum

since they left Tim's Tavern, and now it was all she could do to pin a neutral expression

onto her face.

"I should tell you, first of all, that this conversation is off

the public record."

Alicia looked from one to the other, expression serious despite the fact that
standing awfully close to a pair of Ian's boxers.

"I trust you

she was

understand what

I'm

saying."
"That won't be an issue," Brigit said. "We have nothing to discuss. I hope Lydia
wakes up and tells you where she was.

I hope you find

and I hope he's not the one who hurt her."

"I'll

give you two."
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James without a scratch on him,

"'What?"

"Two thousand dollars," Alicia clarified. She flicked her gaze from Brigit to Ian
and back. "Each." Her hands were in the pockets of her slacks, her long coat brushed

back, the brown leather of her holster visible at her ribs. Brigit had never seen a gun so
close as she had today.

"If you help me stop this."

Four grand. With that much, she could fund another month on the road without
needing to pick up any side jobs. Ian's savings would last that much longer before he'd
be forced to give up or, far worse, ask for help.
o'Stop

ooWhat
do you think is going on here?"
what?" Brigit asked, heart racing.

"Look, none of us wants another kid to get hurt. We both know Emma is part of
this." Alicia shifted towards the door, reaching for the knob.

"I'll

let you sleep on it. Any

information you provide that leads to us finding James Mulroy, alive or otherwise, gets
you paid in full. Call me tomorrow if you decide to stick around."
The detective stepped into the hall and pulled the door halfway shut behind her,
o'I
then paused without turning back.
missed her every day, by the way. Every day for a

long time."
The door closed with a quiet snick.

Brigit rested her hips against the desk

as Ian

threw the deadbolt, then turned and

leaned against the door. He folded his arms, an odd expression passing over his

face-not

quite anger, not quite concern-and spoke before she could head him off. "Vy'e need to

talk about this."
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She raked both hands through her hair and went to climb onto the bed beside the

chip bag. Stretching out on her back with her legs dangling off the end, Brigit reached for
a

pillow and placed it over her face. "Give me a minute."
The pillowcase smelled like his shampoo, some generic drug store brand that

evoked dish soap and lambs a-frolicking. The mattress sagged as Ian sat on the other side.
Her body dipped as he lay down next to her in a rustle of sheets, a whuff of air ghosting
her cheek as he grabbed the second

pillow from above her head. The silence that

followed was metered only by the uneven hitching of the air conditioning unit in the
corner of the room. Brigit tried to focus on her breathing and not the pressure on her ribs,
the one that crushed the rage and made her want to confide everything just to let it out.
She could start

with the phone call. That would be easiest to articulate. Move into

the taste of earth in her mouth, caking her tongue, these layers of sediment that seemed to

build the longer they stayed in Ellis Creek. Or maybe she could tell him how she'd
woken that morning fully clothed, face pressed into the carpet, with no memory of falling
asleep at all. Hard to choose between so many exciting options.

"Okay," Ian said. "Here's how I

see

it." He rolled to face her on a squealing wave

of mattress springs, his pillow hitting her elbow with

off her face and pinned him with

a whump.

a single squinting eye.

Brigit slid hers halfway

"I don't want to ask you to do

anything that makes you uncomfortable," he started, slowly but gaining speed. "And

clearly this place does that. But we have an opportunity to try and help these people, and
you, and I think maybe we should take it."
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o'I

don't need help," Brigit said, but it was performative. His brown eyes searched

hers, open and patient, and she couldn't look away. The pressure on her chest was getting
worse.
o'Okay,"

he agreed. "You don't need help. But Lydia does. James does. They need

real, tangible help."

"And you think apair of liars with

a camera can give that to them?"

"We could ask around."
"The cops are asking around."
Ian eased onto his back beside her. Brigit mirrored him. Her heart thudded, light
and quick. "Sure," he said, "but how many times has that story been told? Small town,

missing kids, cops nobody trusts. You don't really believe there's something supematural
going on here, do you? They're hiding something that got that girl hurt."

"'Who's'they?"'
"Alicia knows more than she's saying. I'm five hundred percent sure of that.
Look, people trust yoû, Bridge. They talk to you, they tell you things they might not tell
other people. You could find out what's going on behind the scenes. And
does have something to do

if all this really

with what happened to Emma..." He stopped, realizing,

perhaps, how thin his ice had grown. She stared up at the ceiling, heat stinging at the
corners of her eyes but no tears welling enough to fall.
Want to be the Wild child, wild child?
The memory stopped there, as

it always did. Her sister's voice, her cold fingers,

the thick and breathing woods. Only now she had another piece of dialogue to add, one

that tasted like earth and a dive bar bathroom. You have to come back. You promised.
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"What if I can't?" she asked, barely audible even to her own ears.
The air conditioner was too loud. Crumbs stuck to her forearm where she'd laid
on the chips, suddenly impossible to ignore. Maybe it was the mattress shifting or maybe

he'd moved his hand on purpose, but warm skin brushed her pinkie finger. Ian took a
breath, let

it out slow.

"Maybe we could try?"
Not long after that, he sent her off with three of his Ibuprofen. As she stepped into
the hallway Ian lingered in the doorframe, raking one hand through his curls, and
heart twanged an odd note. "'We'll leave tomorrow

if you change your mind,"

Brigit's

he said.

o'No questions
asked."

Possible responses filtered through her mind like raindrops, there and gone in an

instant. Brigit raised her pill hand. "Bottoms up." She swallowed her pills dry and turned
away before Ian closed his door.

A blur of motion followed, rote movements tipping into one another: door lock,
bathroom, toothbrush, clothes on the floor. Then there was only her stuttering brain and
eventually silence until hours later something stirred her out of sleep. A shift in the air, or
her shoulder protesting at being pinned too long beneath her weight, or just her lips
cracking painfully.

Brigit opened her eyes with her brain still sluggish, mired in a dream of a cold,
dark, place, suddenly desperate for water. A plastic bottle sat on the floor beside her bed
and she managed to find
a

it without looking, unscrewing the cap one-handed and chugging

few sideways sips. She set it back down without the lid, rolled onto her back, and froze

as something cool and sharp collided

with her cheek.
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Someone had broken into her room. They were kneeling by the bed, pressing the

tip of

a

knife into her face. The world nanowed into that prick against her skin, the icy

sweat suddenly gathering under her armpits, the hum of the air conditioner and above

it,

barely audible, the sound of breathing from her left. Her eyes weren't adjusted and the
darkness loomed, thick as tar poured down her throat as her lungs froze and her heart
sped into

overdrive-but no. It wasn't

a

knife. The tip was sharp but not honed, not

metal, and as she lay panlyzed on her back, white lines eased into view above her face.
There was a birch tree in her room. A single branch arced over her mattress, bony
fingers indenting her cheek. Pale arrows of wood dragged towards the corner of her
mouth, but it wasn't the tree that was moving. Something hid behind the birch, leaning

heavily against the trunk, breath coming in pants. Another noise then, irregular and
secretive: laughter, half-swallowed. That broke her shock and she tried to brace her hands
so she could shove herself upright, but her fingers wouldn't work. Her arms lay heavy
and useless.

All

the hairs on the back of her forearms rose as a low rasp filtered up from

the floor. Feet shifting on the cheap motel carpet? Brigit couldn't turn her head, couldn't
even wrsnch her eyes to the left so she could

see-

But she didn't want to see.
She

wouldn't scream. She couldn't. Her tongue lay dead inside her mouth. The air

tasted staler than

it should, and peaty, like the black mud inside the Dell. Like Lydia had

smelled. In the very leftmost corner of her field of vision, a flash of red. Crimson gloved
fingers on a dappled grey trunk, barely visible, like four fat beads of blood seeping out

from behind the birch. As soon as she registered the fingers, there came another muffled
snicker. The handjerked out of sight.
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Salt stung her sclera, tears that burned like rage. One drop caught in her lashes
and tickled her eye with leftover mascara, and finally, finally reflex kicked in.

Brigit

blinked. When she opened her eyes, the tree-and whatever had tucked itself behind

it-

was gone. She lay alone in the quiet motel room, left with nothing but her sweaty sheets
and shuddering breaths and the soft, rising light of dawn.

It took a few minutes but she got herself out of bed by jumping, like she'd done
a

little kid, as though over

a moat.

as

Brigit locked herself into the bathroom and turned the

shower on lukewarm. Heat would fog the mirror. She needed to be able to see. Once
under the spray she slicked her short hair back from her forehead, then slammed a fist
against the plastic-lined wall of the shower. This movement pulled at muscles in her

lower back, and pain rippled up her spine from hips to shoulder blades.

"Fuck!" Brigit slumped against the wall. Her floor-bruised hip pressed into the
tile, room temperature water pounding at her belly

as she

bit the inside of her lower lip

until her mouth became like white noise.
There had been something so familiar about that peeling trunk, the branches
overhead. The shadows they made. They cut into some dark part of her that went deeper

than memory, a visceral sense of recognition that wasn't from fear, exactly, and that
scared her more than the flash of red fingers on bark. The shower wasn't working. She

couldn't be alone in this little box, scared to fog the fucking mirror.
You have to come back,her sister had demanded. Her, or something else. Poor

little dead girl, sick of being used? Something worse, playing games with her mind? Or
just her own head, finally tuming on her the way Emma's had? She'd wondered if that
would happen, on and off. There were... moments. Over the years. Lapses in time. But
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she hadn't had an episode in years, since

well before she met lan. Her therapist in high

school had said it was normal, that it would pass, and it had.

Brigit turned her face into the spray to clear the burn from her eyes, shut off the
shower ancl clressed with her hair still wet and clammy against her temples. Then she
crossed the hall to Ian's room and knocked twice. \ü/hen he opened the door, dressed and

appallingly awake for the hour, she shouldered past him. There were bees trapped inside
her skin, abuzzing energy that drove her past the desk until she stood in front of the

pulled drapes.
'oGood morning to you

too," Ian said as she flung the drapes open, needing

sunlight, warmth.

"We need to talk to the friends," she said. The parking lot outside his window
gleamed with early morning rain. Cold water beaded on her collarbones.

"The friends?"

"Lydia's and James's friends. Whoever they were closest to. V/e need to talk to
anyone who might know about the dreams."
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6: Brigit

"'W'e've been doing this for a long time, Detective. You don't need to worry about that."
Ian was using his filmmaker voice, the one that mixed earnestness with a dollop

of arrogance. He was better at it on the phone, when he didn't have to look other people
in the eye. Sure enough, he made a humming sound of acknowledgement and scribbled
something in the notepad on his lap.
"Great. Thanks.

'We'll

be delicate.

He paused, eyes darting back up to

I'll

give you a call when we have something."

Brigit where

she leaned against the window, and a

muscle twitched at the corner of his mouth. "Yeah. I do. Goodbye, Detective." Ian
pocketed his phone and slapped the notepad down onto the mattress beside him. "We
have a lead."

"What was that?" Brigit asked. Suspicion curled around her lungs. "What did she
say at the end?"

"Nothing."
"Right."
"Nothing but some stupid skeptical crap that doesn't matter. I promise. We're not
here for her, remember?"
She wanted to press him, wanted the bite and sting of whatever spiky doubting

thing Alicia had said about her, but Brigit swallowed that urge. Ian was right, and
besides, she couldn't afford the distraction. Today she had to gain the trust of strangers.

She'd have to ask pointed questions which, with Lydia in a coma and James still missing,
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were likely to inspire a poisonous cocktail of guilt and defensiveness. Normally this
tightrope walk was her favorite part, but Brigit could still feel the branches on her cheek.

"In that case,"

she said, pushing

off the window and crossing towards the door,

"let's get breakfast. I'm starving."
"Funny you should mention that." Ian ran a hand over his chin, which would soon
need a shave, and grimaced.

"How do you feel about dive bar brunch?"
#

Tim's Tavern at ten in the morning on a Saturday was significantly more
inhabited than it had been the afternoon before. This time nobody looked up when Brigit
and Ian walked in, and they had to wait for several minutes by the door before a harried
server waved them towards two stools at the bar.

Brigit sank into the noise like

a

warm

bath, clutching at each burst oflaughter or quiet conversation she passed. "Is Lacy

working today?" she asked when the bartender plunked

a sweating water glass

by her

elbow. "And we would love some coffee."

"Sure," said the woman, tattooed and curvy, her platinum hair pulled into a
complicated series of braids. There was something familiar about her, a slice of profile,
the pale blue of her eyes, but Brigit couldn't put her finger on it. The woman set their
coffees down and nodded over Brigit's shoulder. "Good luck stealing her away. Though
maybe your buddy can talk her into a soundbite."

Brigit twisted to follow her gaze, doing her best to keep her spine aligned

as she

did so. She'd completely forgotten to do the stretches. There'd be time for them later.
The same young woman who'd served them the afternoon before sat in a booth at
the very back of the bar, perched on the lap of a man who looked to be in his late thirties.
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She had an arm around the man's shoulders, her face in profile. The visible half of her

mouth was solemn and still even as the man guffawed. Brigit turned back to face the bar.
Ian had both hands around a glass of water, expression oddly stiff, but the bartender had
her eyes on Lacy. She was smiling faintly, but it wasn't particularly kind.

"She looks busy," Brigit said. "We can wait."

"You guys friends of hers?"
"Friends of a friend." Ian cleared his throat, seeming to rally from whatever had
thrown him when they'd sat down. "Maybe you know Lydia?"
"The missing girl. They were tight." The bartender nodded atLacy again before
setting a familiar pair of laminated menus down in front of Brigit. A silver ring winked

from her left index finger: a simple claddagh, heart turned outward.
Again Brigit felt that gentle flick of recognition, much easier to parse than the
feeling in her motel room. She'd met this woman before. Before she could shake the
memory into place, the blonde swept off towards the other end of the bar.

"l think I know

her," she murmured to Ian. "Soundbite?"

"I

îan into her yesterday. It's not a big deal. High school?"

"Gotta be." Brigit watched the bartender laugh at something one of the patrons at
the far end said, then shook it off and focused on the menu. "Let's get some food and
keep an eye on

Lacy.If

she goes on break we can

try to talk to her then, or just find her

when we pay the check."

"Do you rccognize the guy?"
"Couldn't see his face.

I'll try again after coffee."
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They ordered breakfast and listened to the other patrons as theyjoked or argued or
discussed their plans for the week ahead. Whatever lan was or wasn't thinking, he kept

it

to himself. And she still hadn't told him whose voice she'd heard on that phone call. Or
about the

visitation-hallucination?-that morning. IIe believed something bad

was

going on in Ellis Creek. This was true. Brigit simply hadn't corrected a few of his
assumptions.
She told herself

it was smarter to wait until

she could prove that what she'd seen

and heard was real, but her silence was a fault line running through her.

Brigit could

smell it on herself: a narrow vein of rot. She was afraid to be honest with him. What if he

didn't believe her? What if there was nothing to believe?

"I'm going to the bathroom."

She slipped

off her stool. 'oAsk if Lacy has

a

minute

to talk."
The barlender leaned against the wall outside the closed bathroom door. She was
inspecting her fingernails, which were black and unchipped. When Brigit approached she
glanced up without

All

lifiing her head, pale eyes piercing through mascara-coated

lashes.

at once, between that look and the sight of her back against bricks, the memory

slotted into place.

"You're Max, right?" Brigit asked, and the bartender looked up fully. "Max...
Temple?"
The bartender dropped her hands to her pockets and pursed red lips. "Do I know

you?"

"Brigit'Weylan. We went to high school together. I was
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a year behind

you."

Max namowed her eyes in thought, studying Brigit's face, and then her mouth
curved in a smile that was only slightly warrner than the one she'd aimed atLacy. "That's

right. You were the goth who almost got me expelled."

"What?"
"You got caught sneaking around one of the trailers at Homecoming. Some of the
teachers went into

atizzy and searched the entire grounds; they found me smoking pot on

the football field. It was a whole thing."
The bleak haze pressing into her chest relaxed for a moment. Brigit snorted. "Oh,
god. Right. They thought I was trying to break in and plant porn on the computer or some

shit. Sony about that."

"I survived. So what, you're back here with that guy because of Lydia? Moral
support? Or is this a Blair Witch thing?" Thankfully Max took whatever
as confusion rather than dread. "The camera.

Don't tell

Brigit's face did

me-"

The bathroom door opened halfway, and the blonde cut herself off mid-sentence
as

Lacy slid into the hall. The younger woman paused, regarding Max and Brigit with

wide eyes that were all pupil. Then she rushed back towards the bustle of the tavern's
main dining area. Max raised a brow and gave her head the tiniest shake. Brigit settled
back against the wall despite the twinge in her shoulders. After another moment, the man

Lacy had been sitting with strolled out of the bathroom as if he'd just come from his own
at home.

'oMaxie," he said, tipping an invisible hat. She made no reply but as the man

followed Lacy back into the restaurant, Max held up her middle finger at his back, then
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pushed off the wall with a small noise of disgust. Without another word to Brigit, the

blonde entered the bathroom and slammed the door behind her.
Once Max sidestepped past her on her way back to the bar,

Brigit shut herself

inside the bathroom and nearly fell against the door. Blackness swept across her vision, a

rolling wave of static from her chest to the top of her skull. She staggered, barely finding
the cold porcelain rim of the sink with one hand, and blinked the world into focus.

Brigit

wanted to unpack that short exchange and file it into her game plan, but the last time
she'd been in this room, her sister's voice had been ringing in her ears.
Stupid, coming here for air. Everything was too close around her, the graffitiplastered walls climbing into her skin. In the mirror, the woman staring back looked like
she might be sick. Her skin had lost all color, lips chalky and chapped, and her hair had

darkened at the temples with sweat that turned the short strands from honey-brown to

soil.

Brigit ran the tap and swished her mouth with water, almost surprised when no
dirt splattered into the basin as she spat. She washed her face next, combed her fingers
through her hair, and finally returned to the bar to find Ian accepting a squeeze on the arm

from the girl they'd come here to interview.
Lacy stepped away to allow Brigit back onto her stool.

"I'll

be outside," she told

Ian, her eyes slipping back towards the booth where her boyfriend sat before she walked
away. Brigit watched her for a moment. Lacy moved quickly, all her limbs rigid.

"l told her who we are," Ian said, curving his shoulders

as

if

he could block their

conversation from the rest of the bar with bad posture alone. It must have hurt, if he was
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in similar shape to her. "And why we want to talk. She's afraid we'll blame her for not
believing Lydia;'
"She said that?"
"She didn't have to."

Brigit caught the inside of her lower lip but stopped herself from worrying the
same spot. Even soothed the rawness

with her tongue. "Right.

I'll

be careful with her."

They paid for their breakfasts and headed for the door.
As promised,Lacy was waiting for them outside Tim's. She stood against the

bricks near the industrial trash bins around the corner from the entrance, an unlit cigarette
between her fingers, looking like she'd just walked out of a Marlowe novel. She offered

Brigit and Ian the pack but didn't take out a lighter, just fingered

a cigarette

with her

elbow gripped in the opposite hand.
Lacy refused to be filmed, so Brigit took the focus. She was glad. The camera
made it easy to be someone else. "You don't have to tell us anything that feels private or

uncornfortable," she said as Ian adjusted the viewfìnder. "We're not the police. If you
want to stop at any point, just say the word."

"You think you can find James?"
"'We're going to try."
"Everyone's trying," Lacy said, flicking the unlit cigarette against her forearm.
Two minutes in and Brigit already knew eye contact would be rare. "They say she hasn't
woken up?"
Word travels fast, Brigit thought sourly. She kept her expression calm.

"Not yet. Does that surprise you?"

1_3L

That drew the green eyes up, but only for a beat.

"I thought

she was making

it up." Lacy switched to flipping the cigarette between

two fingers like a pen. "Or not making it up, exactly, but-making the dreams into a
bigger deal than they were. She likes to be the one people talk about, you know? Not that
she's selfish," she added with a quick, pained smile,'Just... she likes being interesting to
other people. I guess we all do that. I'm not explaining this well."

"It's okay," Brigit

said.

"l know what you mean. She's a storyteller?"

Lacy nodded rapidly. Her gaze kept sliding over Brigit's face and away, unsettled
and unsettling. That burst of words seemed to have tired her. Time to shift away from

generalities and towards questions with simple, definitive answers.

"Did

she talk about the nightmares more in the days leading up to her

disappearance?"
'oNo." Lacy answered so quickly that Brigit recalculated. Maybe the younger

woman did want to talk. She just hadn't known how to start. "She actually brought them
up less." 'l'here was a complex note in her tone, f'ondness cut with something messy.

Brigit nodded for Lacy to continue. "I think she was embarrassed? Because I'm older
than her and she wants

to-wanted-she wants me to forget that she's still in high

school. So if I don't grab onto what she says she drops it quick. Usually," Lacy added,
and suddenly her eyes were bright with tears.

The garbage bins behind her didn't look full but they'd staked their claim on the
alley, perfuming the air with rot despite the cooling weather. Brigit focused on that
stench, letting

it fill her nose and mouth,

as

Lacy collected herself with a few hard

breaths. "Take your time. There's no rush."

1,32

"I'm sorr¡r," Lacy said. "I don't like talking about her like this when sþs's-ns¡
here. Filming

it."

"We have to," Brigit reminded her. "It's a legal issue. We're allowed to ask
questions but we need to be able to prove we haven't done anything that will intrude on
the official investigation." This was complete bullshit, but it was amazing what people

would believe if you said it decisively enough. "'We can come back to the dreams. Can
you tell us anything about Lydia and James?"

"They were dating. That's what people say, anyway."

"That's what people say?"
Lacy rubbed at the back of her neck. "She talked to me about everything. She
never said she was in love. Anyway my break is almost over. So." She dropped the unlit
cigarette and ground it beneath her heel. "You should talk to Sam Levy," she added,
scratching harder. Audibly. "He was bothering me about her too, after she and James
went missing. I told the cops to look at him but they just brushed me off. He asked if I
had

seen_"
She stopped again, smoothing her hair back down over her neck with quick,

fastidious movements.

"lf you'd

seen who?"

Brigit prompted. "Lydia?"

"No." Lacy was already retreating towards the tavern. "He asked if I'd
birch trees."
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seen the
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